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i'plephoni, and Teli.graidi
Opening of the New Southern l
; looked forward to hy tie
• Office Building and Exchange i.. ...int
Nth,. community. It is a splendid uo.111(in of the progressive spirit
Fulton Congratulations are in order.

We Congratulate lie

Southern Bell Teleptolle Co.

f
t ri

In helping to furnish building materiak. wc have oven in
(' fl tact with the ercetion of this new building.

twi

Pr :le 96
KRAti,1L u.47/.7.17.ER CO.

COMPLETION OF THEIR NEW AND MODERN OFFICE
BUILDING AND TELEPHONE EXCHANGE FOR THE
CITY OF FULTON.
We are glad to have had a part in the construction of this
new building, which marks another step in the civic progress
of this community.
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VtER 59 LIFFERENT ITEMS ON SALE AT 5c AND IN

SUGAP

TR AND

ORANGES
CARROTS
CORN
CHERRIES
MtCARONI OR

25c LcHUCE
5
FRESH IMATOES RED RIPE liic
ICc SANDWIC SPREAD C. C. 10c
se
Cc TOMO PASTE
10c COUNTRY CLUB SALT
Red B1 as
P011ATO.ES
Triumphs 10 lbs. 19L
SienICH
10c HOT dated
COREE
n
KIDNEY BEANS EY,,
(')„1 TALL 5c iEE iaID
17c
IE-MINOLE-TISSUE _I for
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.
Westinficouse 15c
FREC BRAND,
22c
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pr
br.TCH COOKIES pound
10c
CZUNTRY CLUB
25c
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25c
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RETWINS"
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"AGE FOR LOVE"
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with BILLIE DOVE in her re
turn to the screen.
Also
Cliailes Start ett. Lids Wheua
Eawarci Everett Horton

"SKY DEVILS"

WHITE ROCKS, BARRED ROCKS,'MOLE
ISLAND REDS,BUFF ORi IIINGTONS,
WHITE LEGHORN'S, AND
WHITE WYANDOTTS.
Place Your Order in Ad ance.

Swift's New Hatdery
PH e.

•

e. I.!TON, TENN.

Nuoimmismommankaimisimmi
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It

THURS. - FRL, JAN 30 - 31

to do for me."

EAST STATE LINE ST.

BAG

SUN. - 310N., JAN 26-27

TUES. • RED., JAN. 28 - 23

world and wondering if 1

ON 1

"MR. HOBO"

EARLY CHICKS CROW FASTER
AND ARE MORE RO1T!DE

with SPENCER TRACY, BILL
BOYD, AeN DVORAK
SATURDAY, FEB. 1

'NO MAN'S RANGE'
Comedy and Serial
• ROAN11NG WEST"

L
4. I ' N.

MoN

0K

1141- Feb. 2-3-4

"M tHIFICENT
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ith

DUNN and
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MACKEREL,California No. 1-2 ic
Pork & Beans, C. C., No. 1 tall Sc
PRUNES, Fresh, New, Lb.
Sc
HOMINY,No.300 can,each
10
5c
e
1
-i- i4;ICk PEPPER 10c size each 5c
SPECIAL MOPS.(welt
SIFTED PEAS, 0. 2 can _
10c
VINEGAR, 10 ounce bottle__ _ 5c
FLOUR, Siker l edding. 21-1b. 89c
All 5cCANDY BARS,3 for __ 10e
31ATCHES,3 boxes
10e
CHILI SAITE,C. C.
.1PPLE SAUCE,C. C. _
10c
_
10c
. ...ramma.rt..intailltS4111160111MMUMMINENIM
monsmamomornsmos wit
NIIINESENESS:
•••••

SHOULDER LB. 17%c
ilia RIB LB. 15c

Beef Roast
•K

KROGER KWICK KR1SP
SLI:ED, LB.

BACON
CHEESE
STEAK
(1111.1 V1TH C. .;!;.;
CATFM

IVISCONSIN, FULL
CREAM, LB..
..
KANSAS CITY, CLUB
POUND

35c PORK CHOPS
24c MINCE MEAT
lZic BUFFALO
ll'ic
LISASE
10c IUD SNAPPER

POI ND

FRESH RIVER FISH
l'oUND
11 • I

4 I 1

1,111114.

lii Nil

2k
1k
IL'

20c
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COUNTRY CLUB
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A7c
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"
Death in a

Bottle"

By FLOYD GIBBONS
famous Headline Hunter.
OU know, it's the simpirst things that
make the most thrilling
adventures. You, yourself, although you probably don't know
it.
have something around your house that you've been looking
at and
handling for years, which will one slay form the fodder
for your life's
snort thrilling experience. Watch that electric flat-iron,
Morn. One
of these days it's liable to give you a 'care. And
Pop, don't monkey
with that garden hose. either. There'll come a time
when it rears up
on its haunches and bounces you right into
a
hair-rais
ing situation
T rio don't
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It happened on a Sunday morning in July,
1912 Caroline was Just
bide then . She had wily been married • couple
months. She
and her husband had moved Into a new
house
There were rugs to
be laid and furniture to be moved and • minion
other things that had
to be done all at once. Caroline was so
confused that a lot of things
slipped her mind. And among them were
those bottles she had taken
from the medicine cabinet in their last home.
That part'cular home they hati Niorptt trite sine
a small flat. and one of
the troubles with It wan that tlier• wan is. medicine
tintilliet. What to do with
the medicine butt tern? Well there wan an old rout
horning etorr In 11w allehair.
11114I, SI fleP it MSS ,.es er timed in thr iii MMertIMO, I'aroline
nttised floats- bottles
aony In the oven until suet, time asi she rtli1141 arra
fire a better place for them
Then, In the general mix up, she forget all about
thorn.
It Was All the Fault of Apprentice's Housekeeping.
All that happened In Jose. It was a month later.
111 the isilddie of July
label, the nilveriture really took plare. 'rhea. oar
Sunday morning. Caroline@
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believe me/ Well. ask 11arnilne Rebhan what
elle thinka of those
minim I. little tttttt Rebid(' II.'us esrouny never
got *eared of the bottles In her
medicine cahlnet. either. There wann't any
poingin In any of them arid ati•
tholight they were perfectly safe. Itnt
there rah
a time when Mons- lame
med!clrie bottles furnished • terrifying
live ininutes for the nhoir Bellhop
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Perfect
Out It Came and Then-BANG-It Burst!

ADAMSON'S ADVENTURES

Through

A Window Glass

By 0.

husband, with nothing el.e to do, decided that he ought
to try that stove wet
glad owes If It oas
Bill -that's Caroline's husband-lit the fire. For
an hour the old
Stove heated up, and then they heard a bang that
seemed to come from
somewhere inside It Both Bill and Caroline laughed
at that, and em
said. "Gee, there must be dynamite In that coal."
Then followed an
other bang-and another. 'And still," says Caroline.
"it didn't dawn on
me that it might be the medicine. It wasn't until
later, when Bill de.
sided to shave. that I remembered those bottles."
When It.il started to shase be remembered an tild
razor strop thnt he
seen since they aimed from the old borne, and asked
Caroline if she knew
what haul happened to It. -When Bill asked ino
that," Caroline says, "niy fare
went while. *No,' I toId him. 'hot your razor strop
I In that oven.' Then, in
as few %on's AS In.sbibit,
I told him a hat I had done. Ile laughed
at Bret,
but"-

JACOBSSON

Deadly Explosives-in a Lighted Stove!
Tea, Bill tangoed at tIrsi, hot not after carollne
had told him the whole
slurs'. 1-'or among thor.r medicine !wittiest was etfie
containing alcohol and at
other-a larze one-that sax full of benzine. !Allier
one of (hone trollies
pr...itien an explosion that would Moe Malin ilia
old stove to pieces. And tie
wonder of It all was why they had not sireadl
expioded.
Bill's face was a. white as Caroline's when he got the
whole story
Any minute one of those bottles might go up, wreck
the kitchen and
set tire to the house. There was is. time to call the
fire departmentnot a second to spare at all. He ran outside, got a longhandled shovel
and opened the oven door.
l'srollne ,
,tood In the hitt hen doorway while he dId It-her hands
over bor
face, expecting any moment to Pee dame streak out of
that oven and engulf
pour BilL

BRONC PEELER

Gettin' Off Luck:

By

FRED HARMAN
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COLDER THE BETTER

[I Our Pet Peeve

By M.G KETT:NM
RI ill

Removing Potential Death by the Shovelful,
Hill pnehed the stunel Into the oven and picked up a bottle.
Out It rime
and then-BANG-it hurt. scattering glom all OTPT the kitchen.
BM thrust the
ahovel in again and !doled up another bottle. That,
too, expledeti as soon as
It hit the cold air (onside the oven. Gioia Moistened over Bill-- even
wen,
down his collar and got under hap clothes-gat be held his
ground. The worst
was still to come Way be. k in the rear of the oven were Uwe,
deadly bellies
of benzine and alcohol, If they burst rom'og tint AP the others
had door
well-nelther Bill nor .'aroilne wanted I. think of
tbat.
One by one the bottles came out-and one by one they burst as
soon as they left the oven. Then they earns to the alcohoi and
the
Senile.
iina.
(n rminc:
Says
-we stood looking at each ether for a Pecor.d. and then
Bill said. •Stand over by the wlndow and pray.' I did. Ile reactod
tnto the
oven and out came the tvottle of benzine. Nothing happened, and
1 gave a
Sob of relief
Ile set the benzine bottle In a pall and reached In after Itoalcohol, and this time the sweat wisp pouring does his face. It had to
he din,.
elowly-----carefully, and hie band shook an that I WW1
sure that I., would iiriiti
But the second bottle came out like the Brat. •nd Bill put It In ihe
psi1 all.
the bottle of benzine.
"Arid what I can't understand." soya
"la bow those two bottles
stayed whole when all the .itliers explode.)
Well, maybe, it was the prayer. Caroline
••••les.
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Illouseuife-I've nothing hot I.
you. but I ens atte you a litt
something! cold.
Tramp -AU tied. intim: make
little cola rash, If yer
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4-H Club an Educational

Movement

for Boys, Girls
The 4 /I don Is • rural educational
movement for boys and girls betoecn
the ages of ten arid twenty years. In
cli.slve, each project of who h la de
alKned to ntininlate Interest iii riulre
home aotIvItlen, whether It he rnicing
a garden, raising pets, keeping personal
acconnts, making a dress, or refurnish
hagarr:
Themo
L nt hnil Its origin In err
taln of the farmers' instItntions and
the public school's of Ohio, Illinois and
Iowa In
relate* a writer In the
Clevelnnii !lain Denier. and Is now a
part of the cooperative esiension aye
I'm of the United States Itepartanent
of Agriculture and state agricultural
colleges. Dr. II A Knapp of the fed
eral ilepartment of Agriculture gave It
I Ifin,
stits At the ?IMO of the ,,cimitie of
the Nil! WPM II t” Pt ris.t.Ing the detoon
Stratton work etf boys and girls In the
Mouth as • means of impro%itig rural

home conditions. and teaching diverni
fled agriculture to meet the prohleiv
brought about by tine pest.
In 1914 increased tondo from fedeesi
Plate and county sourceP
the aincelnisni, which spread ratildi,
Into all the states.
The rhih work of the boys and etrin
Is proninted by eounty aptrIculttirn .
agents. hen* demonrtratIon scents
county club egents, and the agrh.n.
tura, and home Pennonilell ritenai..1
specialists of the federal and state er.
operative agricultural extension nyntem
The club WAP named by ti. II. Iftetiwd
of nova. In 1904, who was at that ilsos
a(num)aupeetinen.i.mit of soboolis
Owe Owdertabings
Resolve that unlit-vet iivialies Or does
PM COM. Is you, whether
sin .00(
In your particular 1511144
,
1;ihitic or fail

whether rot, mote

poi %Ill llPen !Marl,
belt
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, ilk opt IlleletiCt.
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Lesson

Formal \velvets in High Color Mood

Crocheted rothohlri
HEALTHY PERSONS
in a Lantern Design
LESS LIKELY TO
LOSE THEIR JOBS
I,RANDMOIIIIK .1 %AM

H
By CHERIE NICOLAS

Sr RSV r it leirZWATleot ii Is,
le.iiihrr a Ss, mite, teo.i.or ti ii •
inatitut• a i'lleitaio
•V"llters New•Paiitoo (taloa

Person'u ut good health whir
keel,
them...ohm.. a. 111.11 1114 imim411111. ft'
111;s1.111 11.1111111111W 1111. loss likely tio
hut the riitilsm
Hifi
than
hi) iiii)mhi•ah

r
t
I
I
if

Lesson for January 26

r-

of it Mild)
of Ilie idtv.leal condition or 'mew
perroinsi carried on lo the
Stabillsoithin Itesearch

TIAT-1.1sita 4 IS 10
4101.1.1.:N
tie Spoilt
it the
111
upon it,.,
he bath
•noln4i.11 toe to ptr.t..h Ilse itio•lPel IC
the poor, his bath seat to• to heal the
breken-hwatted. to prra. h ttellv•raste•
IS the ..ittotiveit, and reoovertnit tor alight
I. (he blood, to art at lair' ty them that
are bruloird, I. prenoh the sciorntsiblii
yearof th• Lord -I.uk• 4 IS, U.
I'M MA It Y Ti WIC-Josue Preaches IS

of the 1'16aq...its of Mimi.

Lard

41.111

mission

of t he

Messiah

14

N.1mulleil

sity, to the

liy

Put %I,.eilleoLiteent Ise
the eso•tril• to I-cheep
In rut,Hues owl errtttttt

Iii

State.. Politic

!health Sarvlae.

conelusititor 1111111de'
1. Thome who lost their lobe solely
In the aeon...whin hail snore physical
tither

roiltuldeiri are 110.1411..ry In eierv
larowla Ishii handicaps than thous.. oho
klielien so why not make them tit
trio-Ilse it hen pm iii. make them? eere "let out" later ow
2. 'hero eight is II lialidlesp for
These pothirlitersi are ertielleteil olth
liens a miring erochet cotton forming %%omen In holding and finding .1"1.s•
Jail. lanterns lend In ...dor.a red, green. 'lot is not for 1111.11.
'1.11.11M
The 111'41101 14 1111. 431111. sw1i
It. MON' 1111111 111 per cent Of Illiurl.
Ilirtie hill the colors 111-0 resersail, imilerweleht %s ere found Iti tits.
uniting it %toy tote:1,1111. and pleasing ontiloyed of the Orofes-lonol
:111.1
etieet. 'iii.' finished holders isuaissIre
aollar croups.
inches
Ni padding Is re
I liajor olpfe.el '4 or 'Ilse:oleo lino
If made with liens) cotton. tut relation to otieuipto merit
Iti
'Hsi, notions for thal.Illit this eat, dude.
, :2, u ill he twilled to piti for 10
11. Iseraative vision
struetiona still. moiterial
Impali meta of lienrini:.
h.
o, t.• Int:hot for Ill 4.1.

I Iii

:
8
:it.1194
)
)
.The

1110 "111.1)

S
director of IIIP SIII
dontre I l,ialtlu So•r% lea at the Utilier

HI. lion. Yolks.
JUNIOR Tol•10-Jesine First Sermon
INTBItSIBIIIATH
ANIr
SENIOR
i'hoosios • W. Pillow..
VotiNit
PolisPLI(
AN?)
ADULT
TOPIC -Whet Jesu• Came to ths

2. The isooriaoe rent (Iss 01
It Is not entirely clear as til whether
tbis was, providentially. the Scripture
reetilne for the day, or whether it WAS
•. • • t', 11;y chosen by him for that
isci•sioon.
3. The content of the pass.ore (•v.

114.4id
COIMS

'nil% Is the romatio.loil

JESUS DECLARES HIS PURPosg

I. Jesus In the SSo111100114 (v.
16)•
the Sabbath he %sent Into the
Synagogue according to his coshing.
Ile no doubt went film ilsy elth a
new ono dotlitit,. purpose. bur how
reirr...hing to kiwis that It WII4
t• filo habit. Nion, youtie lie.1111e have
been esfeOlianied from the 9itfill4
the worlit tmeeitise of the
lothit If reading the 11110e, nro lug and going to
orch.
II. Jesus Reading the Scriptures
(vv. 17-19).
I. The book handed to hi fl (v. 17)
It was not only hie custom to attend
the place in" worship. hot to t Osis part
in it. This priiileor eos cot contined
I. the rabble (Acta (:1 h..). „Immo
therefore, used the liberty aecorded

PROGRESS
E‘..ty forearil step of the human
raveiii due to the Idiot of IMP
it(pliciplool WO %Aroused by tits
fellow men

11111.

liono. Craft Co. Dept
mill St. lainio Ave, tat.
lo tii io Mo. Inclose a stomped 11.1
. ,1
vIltellult.. for
reply ellen
ior any information.

•eivet, mud rtt,Itlion.

highIteleed it Is. 1114
sioir. Not tinit the style prestige of
;dock Tel vet 1M Ch11110114.41. Mat Mt 1111
TO defend the supreinaey of liandsione
black velvet In the mode nio en a 111.011
will there he its claim to MoservIgIlly
mooing formal %%eaves In the tobric
realiii will go unchallenged tlirtitoth the

for 1:.iiiiiiltvyet's
try

rigli.y

Ages.
However, Many of the 110W •elVrt1.1
are gui zorwsly colorful. They abound
In rich reds, purples. greens. sapphire
mind golden hoes.
The message of color Is eloquently
told In the trio of formal vette( modes
pictured. h:ach is a Paris eretttlon. foe
French couturiers •r, most eittliusi
mole I ma regorti to the important', of
vishet in the mit: o inter style ;Poore
For the striking evetiltig ensemble 111.
worn by the smartly costained Indy of
fri.tolon seritial. Bruvere employs). mai:
hilieent rain' Nelvert lu deep blue. Tire
Jacket Is decorated with motifs cut
from the aide gold [slim such as hands
the sleeves. The blouse Is of gold lame.
likelso the chic anal youthful off-face
hat.
fregniaticolly colorful is the gown to
the riold In the picture. Dark oreen
cellophane shot rill: velvet fashions
Ibis molded to-the-figure evening dress.
The shoultier straps and large bow on
the corsage mire of red veltet, l'hisped
In the hand* 0t this dark haired beauty
is a ilimoleugth cape which Mirlyneux
styles of velvet strliwsl In green nod
red similes to complete the easemble
color scheme.
in tbe mole to the left, also by Moly,
twain, the new' fortnal evening cape
with Its lung graceful and *tritely trail
Ing lines Interprets the very latest all
hotiette at Its hest. 'This volumluoue
wrap Is of sapphire blue double faceol
velvet. Its color tunes teouttlfully
the gown a [Joh is done In .eraeuithe
blue and 1*11“.7 him.

(I) To preach the gospel to the
poor. The good ti,linzs which Jena*
gr/oelai nord are pectilIarly welcome to
Me common people. Ity "poor" in this
case is primarily int-int those who
were poor In spirit (Matt. 5:3).
(2) Ti heal the broken hisartet!. The
gospel of (litho meets the heeds of
those whose hearts are crurdied by the
Weight of their own sins or by a burden of sorrow 'and disappointment.
(3) Ti, preach deliveranco to the
captives. This meant deliverance from
the liondooe of the
(John .4.36).
(1) Iteeovering of sight to the
blind. Christ did actually make those
who were physically blind to see
(Jobe 9:6, 7) and also opened the
eyes tilf those who were spiritually
Mind (I John :1;Oso).
go To set at liberty them tint AIM
bruised. The power of ('brief can
tree the most utterly hopeless ones,
(6) To preach the acceptable year
a the Lord. The primary allusion la
to the year of jubilee (Lev. 25:41-10).
b. The special entitlement of the
Illeaslah (v. IS). Ile was the anointed
rose predicted by Iselah. the Messish.
III. Jesus Expounding the Scriptures (•v. 21(. 21)•
I. Be closed the book and oat down.
It seems to have been the custom of
SILK MILITAIRE
the Jewish teachers to sit while teach.
81 CHERIE NICHOLAS
ac.
1!. "This day is thls scripture fulfilled." This statement is no doubt hut
the gist of what he said, lie thus declared that he was the Messiah.
IV. Jesus' Reception by the People
(vv. 22-301).
The crItioal hour had come. The
people were amaved. They admitted
Ms graelous words but were unable
I. admit his claims. liu reeepthin
Wfitleluar.l.lerIZed by
I. Ignorant prejudice (v. 22). They
mod. "Iti not this Joseph's son!" as
to soy. "This Is our fellow townss
men with whom we have boob ,
on tinted for years. Sorely, he c.tunot
be the Messiah."
2. Untidier is to his supernatoral
power (v. 2:1). They cholletioed blot
te exhibit examples of divine power,
!! Personal jealtiosy (v. 24). Jealousy often prevents Us from seeing
the essential worth of men in our midst.
Jesus n(1(1114.01 two outstanding examples of the willingness of foreigiors
te helleve trod.
a. Elltali was lona to a widow at
Serepts (vv. 2n, 2(1). Many willows of
Israel wore passed by. douldless because they would not have reeeived thp
prophet.
b. Norman. the foreigner, of the
mutiny lepers, was the one clean.sed.
iv '27).
4 Voilont hatred (vv. 24434)). This
comparison of the Jews with foreigners on iitTeniled their pride that they
Mel to kill him, lie showed theta
that just as Elijah had fortnight biessleg to tote who lived in Silas, nni
Rilelia to luIle in Syria, while the people
of larael went on suffering, eves so
die Gentiles would receive the blessing
of his saving power. while they, the
The military trend in fashions Is inchosen nation. would suffer is unbelief. •reasingly apparent_ The afternoon
gown pictured interprets the theme In
Pity
novel and attractive way. It is fash
Pity snit forbearance. and long suf- loned of high grade black silk crepe as
Iffeanee, Ind passing the gentlest sen- 14 also 1110 latticed cardigan_ The
tence. ere as certainly our duty, and Mouse Is likewise in matching crepe.
swing to every person that does offend usi.rWilN en. however,•-ith silver threads
sad can repent. no calling to aceount to olimulate a coat of mail In keeping
me be owi ng to the law; cud he that with the military movement. The afdee* not en is an unjust person.- fece black felt hat la up tn the moJeremy Taylor.
ment In "lines*
Hurt 4 Little Mogi
Materials Popular
Lasts
IAttie toluils are too multi hurt by
Istetes material/I are being mised for
Greet minds i.tweelve everything from proms sotto,
ski *tilts
Shea 4'1, anti consequently ere ma sad moder*ear to upholatery.
'podia by them.

opsoilsiog of the color glory of the
neo velvets eons to mind at siiiierb etc
!Ong rtiaanilile I isot Illiattrated)

1.elming creates Of (11 1-140 tel veltitia. •
fabric a, viii like u mend truhripareut
kn.:Moos. Its hick Meter sur:110.- /1111.)
the tact that It is so sheer otie can see
throtigh It almost as If It were l'11111.4.111,
atlil inntiltely to its charm
The dress
is fashioned with utmost simplicity
sophisticated 'simplicity recording to
modern interpretation. It hoe ours of
the new itieli high band collars and but!Ong 1101111111.1y .141W11 the front to below
the waistline. Decidedly rutin re%eal.
Mg Is this dress so suavely Is It fitted
to the figure. 'File pleee de reithitauce
is Its cape of the rime dull-surfaced
velvet. the mojeetic dor,
:trailing lines
of which are that impositig they quite
overiee "too Capes or geueroav flow
Mg lines such as this •tauti tor all
that is smartest amid newer( In wav of
time formal euetiltig wrap. We alinust
forgot to tell you about the collar of
precious brimu fur that completes this
cos('IMP. It Id
otteletied to
the dregs although it ai • .re to he
part of the cape.
Now that We are tailing •Jout smart
evening wrapi, here la
ething
worth stretching your bud); . to aro
(vire. Every wonitio otos loves to
dreier will les wantlug one It• the enchanting little se.Bet Jam.:et• with
revers embroidered la I...lured stones
which have only just recently made
their debut. They are fasoluotlug.
111 wsetisee N•asoapae ewes.

.1 sioeurily to wio Ii
1,,itiz its foatir ut -Hi old ii
1,
1110 ',\ ii,. %Vri:::PY Jr.

I.t.a !I. ,
. 0.!
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at,

111111 4,1111111'1411

111

lovotitothith
to. StIspleloum alte‘t
itrionneil from the payndi
,
?don' icoosl lull 1110,,
1 111 1'4.11111
11011, Itoctor I ia i.Iai pointed MO. EDI
idoy errs increly Origineil the hi.arit .ir
1)..rherr4 111,
4. IVIille poor
health handle:iv. aiii hilt the conch;
sion ean al.,' lie drawn that it per
taus to 1:114'14 his 11u:1111114 111..11
iti- lug
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Snow Sorts
For tan In the snow, two piece sultst
cot y rsiingslirrs from four to eight will
he smart thls winter. Pialit double
breasted jackets have attached scarf
collars for warm protection and knitted coifs Plain toiler jackets w ith
trieoler round yoke. close with tippers
iap te sting little collars The plant
tronviers in brown, green or navy fur
both jackets have reinforced knees
and knitted ruffs. A little matching
hat with tuff brim goer with earn

At

all drug stores ?lie.

DR. HITCHCOCK'S

Laxative Powder
PARKIR'S
BALSAM!

HAIR
in...,.,an.
Imparts(

flair I a.111.6

and
Beauty to 1.r•e•ed •J.41 Haar
en.11
•
-•.
I
I LOKI •I(IN SHAMPOO ...1-i
f•T glee Le
••••nu..ulu i arm., A 11.1r
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THESE SKIN BLEMISHES

Wonderful, thousands say, how the soothing
penet rat ion of CUTICURA Soap anti Ointment
lps banish ugly skin irritations due to external
causes. Wonderful, how this mildly medicated
RASHES Soap cleanses and soothes-how the Ointment
relieves and helps heal! Wonderful, you'll agree,
as even the (Int application anis and Comforts.
F...1(1 everywhere. Ointment
Soap 25r, Writs for
rant sample to 'Cutleura." Dept. II. Maiden. Mass.
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slk I y

That Makes a Story

together, and when
1.1 I)'
they grow up tOe obst rvatit IMP
writes at woe: in which
aceu
rately deserilies the ii(tiois,
IL.)4

21
'

RETURN
-THAT DRESS ?

.77 WHAT?

T

TELL
k
n :JOHN, VVE'vE
YOU'LL.
SUNK EVERY
BET- SHE'S
PENNY WE HAD
WORN IT
.4 IN THIS STOR.E!
A DOZEN
AND NOW YOU'RE
TIMES! AND
; SO IRRITABLE
ASK HER
YOU'RE DRIVING
HOW ABOUT
it CUSTOMERS
PAYING HER
?sr, AWAY!
BILL!
HER

SHOULD SAY

NOT! THINK WE'RE
IN BusIMESS
I_ FOR FUN?

VEA14 ?
JUST
LIKE YOU,DICK
...BLAMING ME
BECAUSE
BUSINESS IS
TERRJBLE!
THAT
'
S

HE C
W
RA
44
6
41
i
NG
ABOUT? ALL
HE'S LOST IS
MONEY...YOU'RE
LOSING YOUR,
y '
4
MIND!
_

ably

Dead White Most Popular
Color for Evening Clothes
Top hats, g!eatiiing wiote shirt
fronts, glittering gold PIO .h vet Isms
that's the fashion picture by night, accordino to Carmel Snow, editor of
Harper's !bazaar.
'Peopl• are tiresslior up is they
haten•t in yeors." she ',aye "It Mot
been SlImXe.tefl that lite jubilee la
London last June Is responsible for
all this sir...sal:4 and this splendor.
s'erlaInly it has taught us all t• dress
la the grand style,
"'rei get hark to what oe are wearing In America, In toe evening, after
lithe, the most Important color Is
dead whItir us purr as rtuirble 'flue
draped dresses that Vionnet suede bet
great roteeees with this oututon are
many of them marble white."

amid it ion of

,
17041
1111/1 (111

howels

ITALIAN INFLUENCE
IN SLEEVE STYLES
The style of sleeve !AMA beem ounceoffected by the exhibitlou of UMW) art la Parts Very full sieves hove
the preference. with • few close titled
ones. orlats da:actuilile and shaped like
thirst. In Italian portraits. which reprinme a !WIZ mitten tea hIng shove
the elhow. These mitten sleeves are
If11•11 In 1141,1% 4.1 11141 CODE rIt1,1 111 mate
Hal nod color with the rest of the
di root.
Stone of the models are made entirely of vivid ...hired traf14:eir•ut niai
tic materivis, such as soNalu on II iIuU
k noon vet a et dress alth unit...thug
hand at the round neck:hie. The art
e‘iiiiithin has •Iso Inspired Bouffant
siee‘ert. sia.lied over contra-ting
"red fabric, is well as very long weuiievial
that fall to the hem of the
skirt in panel style.

It thoroughly elesustoe•

ITCHING
ECZEMA

pros hi'

is' 11•11r1.111
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the howela
lit ilitcht•ock's lawslive Powder Is mild but effective-11 eels Remit/. vet thorouility and
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Constpat
i ion
Relie‘ed Quickly, Easily
Mrs. B. 0. Brows, Atlanta. tin.,
writes. -I Lak• Dr. Ilite hrck's
o
All
[Auntlye Poe der for (law
UPS& billowiness and sick headaches
caused by constipation. I have never
found anything better When I feel
weak. rundown and ItIlh;gleh I Lao
1 3 dose after meals nc a Mall

1, r
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.
t 4 ., ---.,u
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)THE BANK L TIM MORE WORRIED
WON'T 1-1'
1.4D
ABOUT YOU, DEAR!
US ANOTHER
DR. RIPLEY 15
k
our,/ It.'E
COMING TO SEE
CAN'T HOLD a1THE f3AbIY...LETS1
-,
OUT MUCH
ASK HIM ABOUT
LONGER,IT'
S
YOU.
. GOT ME
WHAT DOES
SHE THINK
ThAT DOCTOR
CAN DO... LEND
YOU SOME MONEY,
OR BUY ou-r
THE STORE?

-50 YOUR HEAD
OH, ALL RiGHT!'t
ACHES AND YOU
I CAN'T FEEL ;
CANT SLEEPANY WORSE
,
...:nUNDS LIKE
THAN I DO_.
COFFEE-NERVES.
NOW! ••./CURSES!
1st..
WHY NOT GkUrr- r'
ol••%,_ 4/2::
POSTUM
CCFFEE AND j.... '
A LWAY.:
5WrTCH TO A c....1
P WRECKS MY
PC.)SrUM ? fl i irAt
? PLANS! ,i1
:-<4.:-.4..!! 7:1)./.,
4 ----9/'''
r
7 ,..

ri

/

LATER
KNEW CAR FOR
YCUR BIRTHDAY,
I DARLING! WE
' CAN AFFORD IT,
TOO,.. BUSINESS IS
GETTING BETTER
EVERY DAY!

-AND YOU'RE
GETTING SWELTER
EVERY DAY,
JOHN...SINCE
YOU SWITCHED
TO POSTUM!

TAKE A TIP
FROM ME .IF
YOU'VE GoT
COFFEE -NERVES...
SWITCH TO POSTUM
CHILDRY-N shout I never drink
cider,and...l he caffein in coffee
disagrees with many grown-ups, too. It you are
botherrd by headaches or indigcstiim,or can't sieep
soundly -try Post um for 30 days! It contains no
caffein. It is sinply whole wheat and bran, roasted
end slightly sweetened. Easy to make, costs less
than one half rent a cup. It's delicious, too...and
nom y prove e real help. A product of General Fcxxis.
FREE-Let ue gen.! row yew. firer week's supPlk
Tomirm free? Simply mall I hounupow
1,..,••••• a r

Grerm•IF•yor.t,listtleCreek,111,ch.

N

M

ove

Send me,intbout °Shasta's,• week'• purply
(.4 Isoslum.

Name
Street
City
State
kilt in complete/v. pr,nt ',rola and addrera
If molly!inCerver.a.a.l.irc**
Cohestrs.()at• Maier error. Der. H.(S',.)

•
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RENA MAKES STUDY
01' INDIGENTS IN e'rAto

ILL, Ky
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h.
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1111.10 .
the ire...tame ii Geolle it Goodman.
admineerates • wide? the direct sup• tk
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ytattatt•
teen and direetc.r of finitude, and
Mae Vtee
ger-lout outline Intoarnatton I:untamed in the survey
become per
unit is timely, in
view et prinxeeei Natemal and State
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FARM BUREAU WAGES
FIGHT FOR THE A
elAY.S CCU- T' Ai(T
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Bruce Barttia Says

MNIffilliossys

NII .11111ii 1.001.1 Ill I lirtli%ell'e‘
"sI"
1113 .i'Vrt•I
'fne Homan WM; wus takee
We tuk i
el college gale th task by his friends
for .vpull
'•
t'••• othet night, and one !atIng his chaste,
wealthy, and treil
a .1. "Tee
;
offor- a ',glint.. wife, showed
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A luxurious 5-month
ccui..4, around the ataid aboard the
"Muienia" brings together u group
ot piiS'.ungoni for adventures, ro•
and tragic- li
mttartaintlig
Like s 'alrand Hetet" thee* peaotter a study in human actions ..nd reactions which unconscious'\ bait. their souls
These
viler. I r4 tire lboard the ship.
M acsi uff. doui Scotchnian, Eagle
of middle age, Miss Mudge, school
to:a:tier. spending the savings of 20
year., Angola, faithful wife of 1.0vat, Ewalt"; Dick Charlton, first
so:ii of experiofficer, Clare. a 1:4,
ence. Joan.
ted flapper;
Jenny, run away wile, and Peter;
Captain Baring, martin of the ship
and his soul- -NOW 00 ON
Yerrli TRE STORY'
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4corm, have vou. Jenny"
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eery, he can his Imola down to her
mind.''
"I think you reouldn't lila it, fur slander wosts "And your skin is
,out
you're not attuned to wildness &lb soft as a peony petal, and'
Your mind and your body are pas- eyes are as blue as the sea at noun
&ley, and I love you very much!"
sive"
lie .-aught her in Ida arms and
lie bent over her till hes han
drifted across his mouth with a Jeamy • bead dropped against liti
sharp fragrance. Her face was part eheet with fluttering sugarless& He
of the night For • moment he haitial her thrust and the Nue lids
thought her a prefect strangre-so (Ii her eyes and then tie! mouth
shadowy and remote! What did she The colour stirred slowly In her
dream of all the time? Why could iatiatily checks anti tier lips grew
he never reach the core of Jenny's scarlet and full
FOLKS, did you cver realize that in Addition to the huge
thoughts? Why did she shut him
"Peter, I adore you," she whisout? He looked down the dim cor- pered, dragging herself from a
'wither
of men and women employed in our own orgainiation,
ridors of the future and wondered deep abyss to meet his love with
operation
of our business indirectly ptovides work for
this
if he had made a mistake in takuig her own pale ardour
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her front her husband and home
thousandb of other breadwinners"
"But, my dear, you're so tai
rue fied Sea stretched like a Yee Half 01 the time he was forced to away." Peter's lips were against her
%se carpet under a sky studded comfort and rellas4ra her, and she mouth -It's like ceiling u ghost
d for it moment of rapture with tack to my embrace I fell, when I
v 1th stars- "Venal'!" said Jenny,
. . . To miners who dig hundreds oi train
hiohys know it turs of futile regret
poem.' you, that you're perched on
liking upward
Loads ol coal used yearly in our powerhouse
She turned to him suddenly, het
distuot mountain, lucking on Diaecause of its translucence', and it
furnace.
.
eeens SO MUCh closer to the earth voice
with pain "You're ling, wake up' (Ave me as I love
than the others I used to watch it thinking ot the future, aren't you, you
Jenny heard his words in a
elver the river at Little Oaks and Peter"
. . . to ruilroad mon who run those cool
dream Why did tie bother to talk?
y
i.
it:ttir/r.I'm seeing it near Aden with
wii-, thinking of you
trains horn the mines+ to thapoworhouabs .
"I know—the two of us together It was true what he was saying-She clung to the rail, her figure How do you think it will be— she was remote, alone on a mounenveloped in a dim blue haze. She afterv-ards, when all this is over?" tatn•top. She cepuld see the bluish
. . . To workere in manufacturing plants that
listened to the swish of the boat
"This won't come to a sudden line of ho half-closed eytes and
through the water, and watched its stop, Jenny
Our happiness will his hair damp on his brow Why ail
make all kinds oh electrical appliancea and
she feel so soothed instead of the
trail of foam The tunneLt ruse like continue"
equipment
...
black towers, pouring a stream of
"It's peaceful here tonight, but stinging pain of love? She was
smoke into the night It was hot in I'm afraid of what time will do to .trifling now on calm waters. It
seerntel as if she were back in the
renooth and milky way She threw us. Peter."
. . . To (dowel countlerni other empluyes in
orf her wrap and clutched at her
"Rubbish! You're carrying your dhoby on the Nile, and she felt
shops, luctoriee, stores. peaking plants.
"Jenny'
throat. Peter slid his hand slung troubled self too far from home." that she mud be swooning
the rail arid caught her fingers
I Clare and Johnny went paring Jenny darling! Where are you' Oh,
garages, etc., whose tools and machines are
"Strangerisert it" Jenny' whis- 1 by Peter turned his head to watch 'my love" Peter was calling to her
electrically operatod
in
hie
distance,
pain
pered.
the sweep of the figure in violet from a long
•1t•f‘v strange"
' chiffon. tier shoulders swayed as !voice She could hear the swish
"I feel as if v. Cc all alone in she moved, she held her chin like of the water outside the porthole
Any way you view it, our electric power busineNi
the mote and vet y far from every a bird in flight. He was now ab- The light of the moon lay wan on
whet e I'm rather afraid."
his cigarette the floor of their stateroom. Jenny.
is
vitally imponant to the economic welfare and
",raid of what"
w
Jenny' %oge
crossing his j eyelids lifted. She was back from
progress of this State.
She shuddered and pressed clos- thoughts
the distant places and was holder to his side. There were moments
"I'm hypnotized by the sea, Pe- ing Peter in her arms. How she
v.han one was alone in all the uni- ter It's like a song in my heart, l adored him! He was breathing
verse, when there was no aid, no rhthnric puttingan d nevaethndig
r-e
Inid:gently and dropping off to sleep.
communion, anyv.here. but how at the queer glow on the horizon!" , She stroked his face like a mother
could one convey is:. sense of iso-you never know what you are with a child. "Jenny, darling!" he
lation, even to the man one loved' going to encounter in this region murmured through sleepy lips
She sank to a deck chair and lay I've seen the Red Sea churned like She lay in a trance, hour after
E. C. A kilt:ST ,
looking up at the stars For an hour it trios of foaming cresols, and again hour, her eyes fixed on the pencil
they seemed to be racing through as calni as a pane el glass But it's of moonlight that pierced the portfoam under a canopy that reached net a patch on the China Sea ehich hole.
me."
Sorry, I'm lunching here with
to infinity
A heat haze shimmered over the
"Perhaps she overslept--It
is always an ugly sight "
"What a fine sense of exhilartion
"Ott, cheer up, Johnny! Things others."
Five days later the Maritime v.aters, and small craft sped like
They went down to their stateHe was staring at her with a
tine gets on the top deck!" said room, and Jenny emerged slowly steamed into the wide, flat harbour white-winged birds te their desti- are nut so bad," Angela remarked,
Her j tragic air. Secretly Clare hoped
Peter, turning from the rail to look from her taffeta
The Apollo Sunder, nations. Angela stood on the top staring at his cluuded face
of Bombay
his throat or
at the silent Jenny. "But I wish we
"You make me think of a white; oaleway to India, ruse magnificent deck and watched the city taking attention wandered around the that he wouldn't cut
were having a roaring storm: this peory " said Peter, as her ruffled against a fleckless stretch of blue shape at the water's edge. Far to room. There wee Macduff, staring Jump into the ocean. Stupid latent
the left she could see a fringe of
space, and high-hatting the she'd teach him a lesson. She loan
— .------ green—Mulahar lfill. overhanging into
world with the aid of a stiff drink ad over and purred: "All right,
Born bay.
Anti here came Jenny, straying Johnny, it doesn't matter a bit.
The ship heaved and terned to a into the rota with her usual lost want to go back to the bust in any
peaceful anchorage. A tender came air tier expression in a mirror as event, and look up Mr. Charlton
Hope you enjoy your
puffing importantly to her side. her glance rested on Peter and So long
When the boat ceased throbbing at Clare, was tinged with u flush of curry."
"Damn," muttered Johnny •I
last, Angela's ears continued to surprise, and she looked like a
drum, a faint echo that would not I bird that has Lerch winged. She let her go
leave her
moved straight over to the table,
All afternoon the Marenus la%
The chief officer cume strolling dragging a long white scarf beI peacefully at anchor, with moat 0;
up to her side.
hind her
"Good morning. Mrs. Wyruint."
"Peter. I overslept I'm sorry youlher pessengers ashore. They wee
l shopping arid seeing the sights
"Good morning, Mr. Charlton." didn't waken me."
"Weil, it's India at last. I must! He sprang to his feet. "You look- l Jean had slept all day, and
confess I like it as little as any ! PEI so exhausted Jenny. 90 I just let t awakened lust in time to have het
She we..
you sleep. You didn't mind my ; cocktails before dinner
country I know."
coming on without you, did you? I 'going to remain behind because
"I like it, nevertheleag"
"You should see it in a typhoon : was going hack to get you tor 1 she knew that Dick would not to•
leaving the boat.
with the water breaking against , luncheon"
; Three hours later she was coming
the Sunder."
a
scrap,
Peter
Good
"Not
morn- I out of the bar when she saw ttla
"Perhaps we shall"
making for his stateroom. She knew
"Not a chance at this urn* of the l Ingt Mrs Langfr°d "
Hello,
Mrs
Rumford!
What
athat
:
she was not supposed to go
year. Well, I've got to be going 1
gorgeous shade of green you're near his quartet's; that nothing
about my business.'
Dick swung off and Angela went 1 wear i ng! It's just like turf. and ; would offend hen more. It was
!hard to forget the sizzling words
down to the lower deck to get on' rif t he w orld "
the tender Her fellow passengers' suggests a lawn in this dusty part 'he had tossed at her for breaking
Clare's voice was flattering, but in on him the night she had been
were tired and sulky today. There
had been a dance the night before ' Jenny shrunk from the personal so drunk that she had tried to rife
She stepped ashore, and the first note She regarded her as an Abe,- off her truck Oa. the bar-ruom.
of the fakirs crossed her path with lute stranger
CONTINUED NEXT WEEK
"Well, I'm lunching with Johnny"
his snake tend mongoose already iii
said
Clare,
lightly.
"I
must
be
getaction It amused her to watch fern
,'it"„”along.
Then, turning to
FOR NAIR AND SCALP
though she saw at once that it was tinA
the old game The snake was not ter, "You win."
"We'll
have
to
discuss
it
killed, but V. its popped surreptiBrio ks
11.
tiously into the suck for further he 'Aid, freezing his ‘.itee I
Jenny was inattentive.
The Alreit•ptit Soot. aiscasiirs119ft
toss,..• Seim .-ea.', Mott Tusise
Angela sauntered under her par- : Clare strolled over ti the ether
Pik; It 4,0111t! *I All
for ham'''.
awl, alive to the drama around !table
"
I
'
m
familthed
to 5. IP( 11 5.Ito
Tai Inv% Mow
;
she
announced.
"I
want
some
curry.
When
she
had
II
ate
"
her.
had enough, she Johnny.
St.' Pool*, Os. lin Tot
I
We're
entering
the
area
of
and
a
car
drove
to
took
the Towers'starvation
now''
of Silence. There, from the Hang-i
ro
M
Mg Gardens, she could see the
e
of Bombay, flat and white, stretchWE are equipped to co,'
leg along the ocean front. The
Marenui was a dot in the distance
Yon first class %et-mica:an
Angela thought of Lovet What
ship on any style of print
could she get him that would inWe
tag you may need
terest him at all? Something for his
have special type
own adornment would please him
special illusti aeons and
most, although it was difficult to
pick up suitable gifts for a smart :
assist you in selection of
young man about-town. She sighed
DaPeir stock that will give
• Having eminently good qualitier.
and noticed that Peter had walked '
your printed matter clei:
into the lounge with Clara He luottaster and add to the pre' Surpassing others
ed more bronzed than ever in his
tore of your business
white rajah suit She was radiant
in cream-coloured silk, few shades
..aw prices anii princo;
Igthter than her tanned skin. There
service prev.ti
i
was no sign of Jenny. Th
p2mfound
a quiet corner under the
s arid
ordered drinks. Peter leaned over
Letterheads
P rogra
the table and tlaked hard to Clare,
whose lashes fluttered as she Ha- ;
tened to whit the said. He was so ,
ARS HOth4gWit
Business Staelionel y
I n voi
absorbed that he had no eyes for
anyone else in tie lounge.
Excellent, will be your ealliaslasalo serest abyss
Johnny walked into the lounge'
paltry,
berate. and oaks. It yaw always Insist so
Booklets
fliminess Forms
and glanced in the direction of Peter and Clare He seemed aggrice
ed, and Angela, watching hen, felt
Blotters
matlaidea
a little sympathetic as he stood unQUEEN'S CHOICE or
certainly at the door
At last he
name over to her table and drownBROWDER'S SPEC!4/.
catalogs
F:nvelopeit
ed his pique in one cocktail after
another A flush crept up on his
face as he kept his gaze on Clare.
•Made By
Billheads
Business t 'a rrlf
who was chatting in the neat int,
elate way with Peter
"Where's the lovely Mrs Rune '
rcu I
Personal l'artis
ford today?" he enquired, like tic.,
who must torment himself
"I haven't seen her at all," An; gela told him "I was the only one
STATE LINK. ST.--FULTON, KY,
of our lot to come ashore on the
, tender."

FOR MANY OUTSIDE
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Cheer Up!
Mr. Merchant!
A New Year is Upon Us!
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MONDAY

THIS WEEK

Sy DOUGLAS SIALLOCH

AAA lii No Mitre
Who Will Pay Now?
hay II Can HUD Fast
The Stifle cif the U

•

Wrap-Around Make..
Good Utility 1.2041.

MORNING

PATTisleS Sans
k•./
tA
itiortotig buck til etb1)411,
1.
WIWI) is 811411114.11 41,er;
'though I'd nuttier, iii • rule,
Way and piny with Bever.
But vie Heed It when we're men
(Tliat'is ow Iliother4 Olerning).
So Ira bark to teirml again
Ev'ry Monday morning.

The Supreme eourt deelleon reject.
Ing AAA. the 'at!
iiral adjitatwent nye" nfreele
every Amerienti illSterile!, morning I mend go
reetiv. loaned just
11114 hi ie heel i., reiely,
na 'P. Prealdent
But I 11111-111V mind it, though-.
,t,i4.•411 his pre!so do 11111 tied Buddy.
ti
Itslittiew
There's, a growl big yard to
1110 national bud.
roe%
11110re )4411 play and 111114111t li;
get within one
Wiled Is fillite a 101 if tim ii,
Meteoroid m 1 ii Ii, ti
‘viuu-s psi 'husk ahout II.
lltirN the dandelion
mambo flint nilmlii.
SionfLit,
110.411 A MM.,
Intention progrnm.
kept trim, molter
lts-ii with biro.
ler(
wee. piu thlok a MIN.%
crime,
Incom...., of whein
hont ever knoeing
few survive. luny
lloW 1.44411 ruIns it, an a rule,
worry, for the
Taki•ri %Mow' warning,
Ss*
cl•lon Ink..0 froin
•relitse Sri
Hoe peril 1111014 II-101011 MO
1
the tpivernment sev•
(HI a Monday .....ming.
en hundred Itul lUon a 'lair of priseW.,11,
Fterrls•
easing faxes that *III have to be mei,.
opmmt elPf•Where. The iminufncturerie,
er procertaltig, Ina, handed along to
the little people. wet, In renlity, a antes
fez on life's necexiitien --cotton cloth,
II
Miami lioneh, t la "miniature" trallic Itollre
By POWAY HARRAH
flour, meat.
are directing minititure atillimobilea under
•
the %umlaut eyes of
real politemen. Time elementary school
C..TrT t•T ill LT II' toL
Lo.LT•r
..1.11.11..11 Sr.' taught lii experience how te
siveld the many traffic hazarilx
The quealion la. Who will provide
rash premixed the farmers, mince the
l4upr.l 0 court will net annetton the
Smart Ensembk
sales tax. di:atelier(' as si "prima" tax?
Whence will corn. the 'Modred,' a
eilitiena the gevernment fiNell to farmers under lit AAA promisee and has
By TIIORNTON %V. BURGESS
not yet pnlit? 'The farmers .11.1 their
part, the governmeet could frailly fall
tio
ite part by peeing.
TOL 111UN1ER IS DE)APPOINTED 110, mid
-.It In against the law to hunt
'leer ell!' doge,.
Interim/1mm! Ni Wu Ser%lee (porta
don't eVell know
1 1 1 /W he knew he was 'info/. Light
depneftnent showr that out of &thou'
ewes !home In.. luiitm,,Ia iner
• x foot tie In.er couldn't hail,. told there."
I.04110,0011,0no butrinn twines' on raw
Ile JuRI knee it. that oat ill. II.only 11 are known that clot run
manly he
••
replied Licht
underetand n wen, said hy the Infirm
St reel!, high Spee,1 (Of the... reit
MAGI!...1.,nt1BERS
friend "I ' 1 doubt It in true
man
In
who....
yard
lie
rowel
lilinadf Ilut you are %Wing to
wore thln four would ha %e env chance
taLe athantage
when
he
4
111111101
the
Pr II v; Is a mystic prediction. The ma•
1411111i after tilt of the fart that mime
of teeitine an U1,11%1.111111 named Glenn
one el,e'a 0144g41
long "%vim aeromm the Big Myer. Hut
trldan write. momething on a stip
eeritilnelinm of lifItOI:141.
haye lirehen the law. l'ou knew tliat
he
didn't
linve
to underytand word4 to tto,p••
of paper %Will he Reals in an
1.011 would think that the billion
41.,g4 bad 411114•II that 114.04r into
envelope.
know that he had found It friend. SO
A person I. /IMI/1.11 to write a number
ittwounted among the so called
the Ing River. unlit you teonialy tow;
ilthlWed the Mail to gently 41the
of three
"lin, kwnr.1 roe...." inntiv with native
figures different.
telNantage of the fact ti try to rench
over to
Abet! Whele there flint deer before
Vile Miniver, 191
energy, free of rayll,rntIon'a hnn.firnpa,
he could gel aerosol
The marician doe.. not Pee the nom.
con1.11 ensile be trained to two? the 11
You are not hunting for the pleasure
her. Ile merely tell, the person to ti'taut one,. het It 14 not petal/dile.
of bunting limit just to kill. You 11..10
It and subtraet the entailer from
keow the nientiltic
juatsce or falr•
the larger. Exnmple: 193, reversed
The President'a adder.... "on the
ties. Now get tiff ofy
, is
(let back
.191. The Laibtrartior leaves lee.
State of the Union" 144•144. Ike nearly
Into your boat and dirf my inn., an
That, too, it kept from the wizard.
•Il l'reRldentlal speeelies. an thldreme
4111114•10V flu you call That deer I. not
Ile says to reVe4-14e the result and add.
on the atnte of the administration.
ii my far from here end no tired that
And llu14, reversed. Is Kin. The two,
Iesentitilne &mere of war, If It IS
lie cannot unue JuAt as ham a4 he
(11'41.1lee 14;/
1
49. The •ovelopp Ia
%till play hum... he will he Pee. rind
true that
or lel per cent of all the
I
441441i/41. On the paper Is the number
hope be will etav frill, thla miserable
people In the world are content with
EltS,
14"---::#
'
huotipa muivon Is 1.11.14.., NOW
the territorial limitn of their respecgol"
i
.......
1.1‘
;
'9
11;atev
er the original number used,
tive nation"s" that would leave only
Nluttering merrily, the hunter get
the final Pita: will be 1,0s9. That
In or 15 per cent of the aggreesive
la
back
Ito..
lilt
boat
and Toothed off lint
-... 7\A*11104
1, . %.,,,..tot
, o, -•.:
\ri
' ...
the imcret of the trick. one point:
type.
row.
k aeroRs the Big
Molly* menthol that a zero tnuat he
cs.
l...----.-d
played In front If the subtraetion
•
I
Lloyd Ileorers plavine a little poll
C T W 1114reviso - w VC P. rvire.
1''141
,/,..4, ir•
hrings a two lieure number. Thing, lei
flea with h14 friend Prime Alinlater
(which teetilmitlies arrives) la treated
leis
-..
u
11181.1win eNoltr In the noble moral
ti. (Ott Ite%OrWit. It Is plat
uprising of the British, relectIne the The Hunter Looked Ss•rp..:.ed and Then
oNt•
terrible. Irntn,wal vino to ii iii rthl.
His Surprise Gave Way to Anger.
cipin and pinente pale. Something
Oldest School Head
Roft hay, and there he
"yrlthnitt precedent." Lloyd George wax • plle
lay doo n, emu tired that It Meelliel1 to
rill. It.
Where Eeginnel it roncerned. "dirld- him he couldn't move nuttier step.
V_Ver
It %vas only a few minutes later that
tne itp" le. Indeed, almost wIthont
Jane Wyatt here dikplays a threetact (...311e.
the
hunter
olio
had
fellowel
rem...dent. Encluid'a restoin at A ride
l lightpieee suit, with fabric of kniall check
Gets ft
fait
across.
the
river
reached
the bank
is I.. wnllow thine./ whole, at elle 111.1
In hele and wine rel. The knee. length
and /scrambled out of tilt limit. Lightwith the Transvnal.
and other
overcoat Is cut on swagger lines with
foot's
friend
was
%% tilting lust pit the
vett-Pericu that have kept her out fightmannish revers. The hip length jacket
top of the bank. or course the hunter
ing flag always In the munahlue.
Is styled with four patclopockete tilt
thAt it
ou.w hint at once.
on the Was. The heir Itt wine
huTts
red
"liello. friend!" cried the hunter.
The Methiellet Polmeopal church Is
leather. With the ensemble. Mae Wyatt
1
.-1c.)1b
y
Pill .uuil 14444 a deer peas this way n
proud to annoy:Pee in Nashville. Tenn.,
wears n eine red velour hat, wine
and
that it becitia ltrtel with 274.1.2(na rer- few minutes ago? III. swam across the
beige silk scarf and wine accessoriver,
and
If
know
I
anythin
g abont it
nlirlv enrolled memberes tin Inereaue
ries.
over the preceding year of 11.2fla with hi,-',. Pm tired lii trmel far now 1%e
been
tIllntIng
that
fellow
several days
?I.:141 tint-0174.d Infnntm not Included
Thle la the reply of the Methodi•t and If I ha‘e any luck at all I ought
ti get him thin tine'.'
Folaeopallang to the "high church'
.
"I'm errata you w.in't have any hick
Episcoprillan4 of the Enrileh church
'het enzeeste givIng tip Protextantlem at all." said Lightfoorx friend. "Viai
see. I don't allow any hunting on any
altogether us a failure.
land."
The hunter looked purpriseu. and
Children will learn with pleneure
that It ix net nece-sarv to eat eolnach then his surprise enve way to anger.
unless pill like It. tither •eretablea "You mean." ald he. -that you intend
FRUIT SOUPS
morning add a pint of cold water and
lteverend hr. Levi L. Sprague, pies.
to get that .1.4.r yourself."
take the place of apinneh
cook to the Wiling point. then all two Mont of Wyoroinc
Liehtfooex friend elosak hl. head
menarine peraon railed "Pop FSP"
0('N.T.
tablespo
,
1
11.:
onfuls
w.f.
more
of
sago; cook until the Pa.. believed to be the oldest
popular at a
"No." cold he. "I don't mean anything
secondary
T'e government. throurh WI'A, will
fruit bi-:Inner for the dinner than sago is clear. Add a cupful of cherry. school adminIxtrator
of the kind. I mean that that deer
In the United
print a hook on alial to eat and how
cranber
coups,
ry
though in Eitrope the tueips are
or other tart juice and serve States In years of aervice,
Is not to be killed if I can prevent it.
quietly celeto eat it. One well known New York
Urated his ninety-first birthday on Deand while he It on Inc Mini. I think I enjoyed by prince anti peaannt. sun- either hot or yield.
phyalcinn •enttires the opinion flint
0•11.1,1 NPVIAPPIper 1•11411.
cember tn. Ile has been teaching concan. The hest thing for you to do. Inv nier or Win ter; chllhal it lit. chin,veil Ire
atilnach
emitnirou an objectionable friend.
tinuously for 74 years. Itorn In Heck•
IR to get Into your twat and they tnalie a most notiriehIng dish
amottnt of "vegetable uric 'rid."
Wild Dog
row bark where you came from. Are With fruit 114MM the rourishment
ran, N. V., Deceniher 23. 1844, !meter
The warrical or odd dog of At/a- spragee Is the
thrice your hounda harking over there," pendR upon the Ingredients 1141(441. es
son of Nelson L. and
English. horrified by Italian
ir:Ilia Is there known as the dingo.
with other smitivi. Prommi, raisins. fire
Laura (Speneer) Sprague.
"No." replied the hunter promptly
bombine In Ethiopia. would he InterperAmit
ions and pavi•pnws
"1 know the law just as well am you
ested, If they have forgieten tiliout It,
have more food vuihuup In themselves
to :tee phi/to-graph* of one big Egvfe
thourli lacking In other Mince. WI•11
flan city after Britiab warships had
the addition of stock. roillt and egg
finlehed Ita bombnrilment. It vias an
the food value IR inerenseil. Oried or
eaceptionallv complete Job, nothing
canned cent's are used as %%Ph as the
ossitillh..
11111111P7-'
left standinc
fresh frn it..

1
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COOK BOOK
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"Grace Darling" of North Wales

ANNA BELLE'S
ANSWERS

A twenty-yenr old Pielrlikeeliale girl,
"from the ether Ode of the tracks."
working tar PI a wim.L. was Invited •
by a yotine man to get Into hit onto.'
Mobile. "Want to go 'somewhere fora
drink. billy?" wax the invitntIon formula. In the mernIng the enfortunate
girl was foen.1 In the inan's car in a 1
garaze. dead. horribly mistreated and
beaten to death. The excuse for men(tontine so drendful a crime is that it
ought to warn all girls refinish enough
to accept InvItatlene from, unknown .
wen.
New Jersey nays the ezerntion et
lIatiplinann. chew at hand, will he no
theatrloal phi's. Na woman reporter
eill he allowed to witness Ilaupt•
mann.% death, an ezeellent Idea. al
thoogh Itome young ladles ieifl not
Ventale reportera, lid us
Wilt so
hole, Will have babies later on Watch.
lng a tularrahle creator,. writhing In
the electric chair wont,' not he good
for the habieR, although science no
longer believes In prenatal Influence&
as Voltaire did.
•suss r..,,.. a)rittloine, 11111.
WPM stervies.

stRY THomeRos

DEAR ANNABEI E
A PROM t
NEST DOCTOR FIAS SAIL) 711AI
ALL REDUCING SYSTEMS MAY
PE SUMMED UP IN FOUR WORDS
CAN YOU TELL M6 WHAT Trtiv
ARE? L. C.
Dear
C.:"NOMOR y THANK
YOU!"
Ann•bells

Strawberey and 0.ange Soup.
Sprinkle a pill! at 11tr:Mtv4,cril.11 olth
'.gar stet let lento! on Ire for one
tow. '.1false a sirup of one and one.
half quiarie of water nn•I 41 pound of
aurae. reek for ten riOnntes. add a
(war? of fresh berrlea with the juice
of one lemon. Mach and *train, sold Inc m cupfull of orange inlet. with the
heti-lea. which have heen Iced. Serve
cold

s-

-• Abe.,

'

•

Apple and Rice Soup,
rore and shire thin eight uneeeled
aPPlea, rook them Iv Ith one-half cupful of rice until both are %oft, ()sine.
1
two quarts of boi;ibg %mter.
Put
;
through a theme, told apireti mind one
half coprah of orange juice
or grail('
fruit marmalade. Serve hot,
A very appetizing !salmi may he made
by alnflinc well plimmed and ateoed
primes olth
cherRe end finely
mimed celery. Serve on letttioe olth
spoonful of french drecsing, or any
other kind preferred
Prune end Peach Soup.
ELIZABETH 30NES. the "Gov* Darling" of
Ti.k.' one third of a pound of dried
North Wales., who epeode
I/ 1 a lonely life on 1.1andiloyn Island Anglese
y. It tillown tinnillIng the oars in
prunes and two thirds of a potin.1 of
the male faabion. Itrahles being relief
lichtheime keeper. she takes her share
dried peaches. soak overnight In the of
enact .yatching lied helps with
the toilet boat

least
retelne ifs-mare
OW you he the fleet downstiiire 14
I he morning? Then liertoti a frock
that maken It poNsIble. A jiffy
wraP
around, with knout eildrtwalst air. Im
grand for general utility weer from
errly morning until you've time In
change. Lamy iii make, it elms oil as
emeettily as a coat, openn eut tiat for
terming, unit rio peolcont Is n4•ei-eisary
with it duo to 1111- gl•fler10101 urver hap
In trent. Unetimited for corufert arie
slenderizing effect.
Pattern 1:53..) is 8%14111'1.1e In sizes
14. III, IN,
32. 14, 34% :04, 40. 41:
44. 4r, and 414. Size Ill take,:1% yards
fahrle. Illuxtrated
Step mewing instructiene
SENO FIFTEF:N CENTS (15e) In
ening; or stamps (coins preferred, for
this pattern. 1Vrite plainly name
address and style number. BE SUltE
TO STATE SIZE
Attire.. orders to MP l-teo ing CI?
ele Pattern le-pt.. 21:1 W. Revels
tevnth St.. New York city.

a Royal'Welcome to
Prepent, Our Princely Guest

Accord

The Prevent is @lir time--youre
And mine: the Past iis with death.
the Future is with
The Pres
ent it n princely guest: let us give
him a royal welcome, and make glue
his way.
If cell entertained. hie will leare
nu a preelmoi legacy in his will: hum
If Ignored and 'slighted he will rot,
at of our peace. tind tiend the ghost
o It. '''iii to haunt 1114 ii :1ttor
‘4•:11114.

Don't
Guess But
Know
Whether the "Pain'
Remedy You Use
is SAFE?
••••••••ITIMITTMI

Don't Entrust Your
Own or Your Family's
Well - Being to Unknown
Preparations
person to ask whether the
THE
preparation you or your fame,.

are taking for the relief oh header ta is SAFE to use regularly is your
faintly doctor. Ask him particuiralv
about Genuine BAYER ASPIRIN
lie will tell you that before 1/
1
4efuvreirery of Bayer Aspirin most
remedie
"lain"
s xvere adsised
against by physicians as bad for the
stomach and, often, for the heal'
Which is food for thought It you
seek quick, safe relief.
Scientists rate Bayer Aspirin
among the _fastest methods vet dunurred for the relief of headaches
and the pains of rheumatism, nevrills and neuraleya. And the experienee of millions of users has proved
it safe for the average person to use
regularly. In your own an1erest re-

member this.
You can get Genuine Bayei

Aspirin at any drug store-simply
by asking for it by its fidl name.
BAYER ASPIRIN. Make it a
point to 4o this- and see that yot:

get what you s-ant.

Bayer Aspirin

4
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SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER FOR WOMEN

it

Cannon Wash Clothes, SileS l2 12, soft and fluff y
Special Open Day, bath

LADIES' HOSIERY
nirodt&clory titter Gikod Saturday Only
Ladies' Pull Silk. 46 gauge. English
Hose, all
and color, pair

C

On Saturday January 3
OF FULTON'S NEW FEW

LADIES' DUBARRY HOSE
tashioned, puns !.,:res I &ilk,
aortment of sIzt.‘ and c 'kr*

.t%

89c

A new unit. in more than 1400 Home-Owned Federated
buying power, we are in u position to select "THE BES
the benefits direct to you.
Mr. L. S. (;r:Lut will be in full charge of the store
and w
to buy or jubt for a friendly hello. You will find
this
disc attraeti‘cly displayed for your convenience. It a
sha
%Olt really liht. it and come again and again.

DRUID SHEETS AND CASES

COSMETICS

IIEETS—
Bleached, woven 68 to 69 thread per
inch, sizes 81x90 inches. Durable and
veil wearing. Each--

Supply your needs at the
popular prices we offer

CASES-The:-e cases are of same quality
material as above sheets. Sizes
42x36. Each

TATTOO LIPSTICK
10(
IRRESISTABLE PERFUME
10(
LADY ESTHER ALL PURPOSE(REAM
10(
LADY ESTHER FACE POWDER
10c
CASHMERE BOUQUET POWDER
10c
WOODBURY'S FACE LOTION
10(
DEW NMI POLISH AND REMOVER
10(
ITALIAN BALM
10( COMPACTS
10(
JERGENS OR CP.AMBERLAINS LOTION
10(
HINES HONEY AND ALMOND(REAM
10(
POND'S COLD AND VANIMINO CREAM
10(
WOODBURY'S FACIAL CREAM
10(
JULIETTE POWDER PUFFS
Sc AND 10(
PEPSODENT OR PEBECCO TOOTH PASTE
10(
LISTERINE TOOTH PASTE
10(
BOND'S CLEANSING TISSUE
10(
JULIETTE RED BRILLIANTINE
10(

Fastcolor, approximately 36-inches
in width. Wide assortment of beautiful design. Guaranteed fast col- 10
(
ors. Doubled and rolled, yd.
Our medium grade is practically same
as above but a shade lighter. At
per yard
our very best grade of Prints is a
very durable, and well wearing
material. Made for long wear
t only per yard

15(

19(

Fancies and plain, all sizes and qua:ity, some rayon and mixed, some sift
priced in three vroups--

15c, 25(, 49(
SLIPS
Special intrcxluctory
offer
(Pikers al
49c, 79c, 9%
.
Bloomers for Children
Broadcloth, sizes 4 to 12 at
only .

SENSATIONAL V

64 to 00 count threads to inch.
Misses, sizes 14 to 20. For Wt
Special introductory price-

I
Our Better

-- 14

Novelty Prints, Acetate C1
Crepon. Beautiful designs fo:
ors are blue, rose, green, bell
14 to 20, each—

Our second assortment are di
the same quality as above. In
vieen, rose in sizes 14 to 20 at

$2.95
our other group twnsists of
Printed Crepe style and colors
tclasses and Rayon eantott Cr

$1:95
illRDSE E DIAPERS

.IIEA"S WORK a
Tom sad hem lb& kh
Like
heavy WAN& pali
•
_
__. SI WO
*Wes W130, oath-49c
Mu& 271,27, elleb—
lik

Beautiful Cannon Spreads, 84x106 in.
Colors pink, green, gold, lavender. at

1tP:0101'1d Cannon Towels, soft and
fluffy, very beautiful and 113x36 in in
size. variety (4 colors. Introductory
price only

NEW SPRIN1

.11E.1"S BELTS

IBed Spreads

Towels

THE PRICES QUOTED ARE INDICATIVE OF-WHAT

$1.89

RANT 11

CRINKLE SPREADS
Beautiful spreads in green, blue, pink.
yellow and gold. Sizes
80x90

79c

(FORMERLY 7. C.

422 Lake Street

•
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SPECIAL INTRODUCIORY OFFER FOR
MEN
Cotton Rayon Dress Sox,
4iz

•

•

es and a urted cidorm
Special ()pi ii ig Day, pal
iii...1111.1111.11111111111111
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Niens Shirts

Starchless collars, fine
d dressy.
Gulden Dawn label, vat an
dye
and fancy obit's, bz 14 to d, solid
17

each 98c
MEN'S WORK SHIRTS
Big Brother, sanfurized,
will not
shrink, 320 weight, coat
sty
le,
ton through pockets, or wit 2 buth pencil
mlot pearl buttons. Sjz.,
14 to 17 at
(oily

uary 24th, at 9 O'clocklIA. M
.
FEDERATED SYSTEM S
TORE

ne-Owned Federated Stores tro
to select "THE BEST" buys in Coast to Coast, snaring in this vast
on the American Markets and car
ry
ige of the store and will welcom
You will find this a strictly moe you at all times whether you come
r convenience. It shall he our dern store. All brand new merchanaim to operate this store so that
d again.
you

E

• ,

19(

N
O
T
I
O
N
S
Needs for ever

IMRE OF -WHAT YOU'LL FIND THROUGHOUT TH ST
E OR

SENSATIONAL VALUES

GLENTEX SANITARY BELTS

10(

MEN'S SUSPENDERS

/k

nicely made, elastic,
pair

colors, per
MEN'S SUPPORTERS all
set

count threads to inch. Vat colore
d. Fut
'zee 14 to 20. For Women. 1111341 86
to 44
ntr, t-luctory price—

BABY BLANKETS

ea
tiJ xc4
3h inches,

Lk
19c

Inches

BABY PEPPERELL CRIB BLANKETS".
fr',„, 19( I
od quality, 16 ittchtx
OIL(LOTH gowid
e, yard
25(
Oft(LOTH SQUARES'
5 eac
inc
hhes i"ize,
49(
Koif x kegular size, 12 pads to box,

Prints, Acetate Crepe, Rich Printe
Beautiful designs for spring wear. Col-d
lue, rose, green. beige and navy. Sig*i
ach--

$3.95
nd assortment are dreisees of practically
quality as above. In cobra of navy, blue,
se in size, 14 to 20 at-

19c

Per box

SANTO SANITARY PADS Per box of"15c,
per box uf
BED Tulin S•es. leather proof 32 inc

•
at
•

"v

_

$2.95

hes

Ode, yard

10(
25(

DRUID BLEACHED DOMESTIC 36:
it 17;'
1 44de. 15(
LONG(LOTH hefraarryi 36-in, wide, per
11'1(

group consists of an assortmen of
reps style and colors, sixes 14 to 20. tMend Rayon eantott Crepe-S1:9S

9-4 DRUID SHEETING meached'Ltd."e
Unbleached. ;
yd.

30K

II=M1111.'

MEN'S WORK GLOVES_
BOYS' UNIONALLS
BO)S' PLAY SUITS
Tun mid Alert ail kdtile7 Ml mot Jester. simi
s I Su 'van.
Like. bear/ MUM Plank PairLadd,. Braad. balmy wad everlssatbum sad dassikka psi WIIsm CO% emits.
stem 3 to I. put =IVlac

ne

COMPANY
Fulton Kontucky

3 PAIRS

25(

DRESS SOX
Fancy and plain, assort
ed colors 10
(
,izes 101.2 to 12

Overalls
Men's Big Brother 8
-ounce Sanforized
Overalls. Will not shr
ink. Full cut
high or suspender bac
k. Reinforced
at points of strain
, extra strong
pockets. Sizes 32 to 42.
A real value
a t-

$1.19
Mens
Athletic Shirts
Swift rib combed
yar
rned, sizes 34 to 46, eacn, rayon trim
h-

Fancy Broaticsutla, ass
elastic side*, sizes 28 toorted patterns,
44,
only

ZSc

LADIES' HATS

New Spring
!fled, -

designs. !Iitr.si,,,miel)

S9t end 9k

BIRDSEYE DIAPERS

MEN'S TIES

Size 21x27 each 10c, doz.

Fancy Dress Ties, all
colors,
Beautiful patterns_

MEALY 3. C. WIGGINS)
1/114•

A good heavy work
sox
arid lasting, per pair , durable

2k

BABY PEPPER[IL CRIB BLANKETS 36x50

r Better Dresses

oaltel-

Mens Sox

y member

of the Family

RING FROCKS

10.3,

49(
Other Ties

25c
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News Review of Curren.
Events the World Over
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Chief

Including

eourt.

.J1latiee Hughes, joined In an opinion
that killed the Aericultural Adjust
hire an
act.
Satiate justices, Stone.
Wendell. and Cardoso.
Ment

.liewented. 'the tunjerdeCialoll, rend he
PiO(titP JIlatIce
ilwen J. Roberts, held
was
AAA
that the
wholly unettudItution
al beeline*. It Mantled
the rights sir the. state*
In aeeklfig to cetitrol
farm produetion. The
whole P% 11401 of proc

Chief Justice
Hughes

tate,. impesial
to finance the program will swept Into
esaIng

III

two
looted

Mid

Mt

ivoldlers

by

of

appointment

sunlit

and

threaten

American

.1 he Ethiopian go% orrumertt, neetialng
Italy if continued employment of poi

atueutiments.

to•t111111.111.11" of the Ethlopinn people,
nratal the looictio of Nittleris to Ma

neutrality.,
tout atipitlating that these reguliit on•
ah0111,) tw eatuai110
,1
fhp ak.liste for
Mc...prance

or

uurril

the

vY building

or

Intention

edition.

tip piddle sentiment
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favor of the Kevini brand of neutrality treed:Olen be desires. teenntor Nye
had before his ovetiate
munition. committee
for %event! Mayo J. I'.
Morgan, Th lllllas W.
Lament

other

and

von gas In a !Haley of "meta

brindled by the league eouncil, which
meets January .It.

prove that the United
Snore was &Non into
J. P. Morgan

Weral

the

war

the loans Nettle to the alltes
g1111 1/1 Co. anti its sesocit
Oniony concerning theme

by
llor

Tbe tee
loan.

and though this-re was

ap

talk, lir.
peered entirely unperturtoel,

IIEN the dete-oo.... ... the naval

W

elifl!ereto e In I Annion reeimied
Osami Notheir deliberato.n.
rton, chief re; eeetitative of Jaipan.
firmly repeated ht. demand that Great
Itritatn soul the ladled States concede
The parity Maims of Jape., ao ltd I intinny to any agreement.
Erehoh

ant

change

of Information

Italian

o! the

British.

proposal for exabout

tutatil
!wilding plan* arid threatened the rion•

the liffair. callinc the Japanese to hioi
ranee in an attempt to Irellu•e them
to adopt a more conciliatory attitude.
Japanese 04;4,4...sawn Motored they
were interested first and lost In the
-wider a hi( h
tohnoi:e

total

arid acre not
detriatel e‘elleiry
all ititeres.4-.1 in ether tatortots of

they
IT

naval limitatiot.s.

tion."
Secretary

Into con-

Wallace called

Saltation at Woshinzton about 1.10 representatives of farm organiaaCons to
try to formulate some plan for /Trete

t*IIII.IUNTIElf by klieg eghte. mland
'hoop
vof crept...ties
cameras.
Reosevelt 54..0.1

Preiodent

whit .
&littered
and
was normio.ly is ao

paid was given by PreeOtent Roosevelt
whes he advised adminietretion leaders in conoress to push throuab •

*tate

11.Clarification of the status of 51
0(1(1.01110 paid In taxes by prheessors
was expected when the court eleettle*
the eight rlee pew-Posing tax cages at
cued recently. Legal ezperts in congress saki an act of rongtee• wood

be

If

resu:red

the

fetTa•sefilat

ereveseng tatee told Into
In
treaaury are to be refunded.

the

before the

senate and house in night

--reedited
leeislotten to supplant the dim
law. Awe:ranee that farmers who have
fulfilled contract azreement* would be

re-evelen.0100 appropriation.

meteor. on

D ual

of

the

A

plita by the party's national committee. The price was P....Xinvitat ;dna tome
prizec and cerseetevione. Chicago and
San Francisco also bid for the cenvenBum. The former offered a certified
cheek for PlOntottv. The California city
made the same bid and later raise.,
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the warfare arid l•
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what
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press
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new
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Lady Took Cardui
When Weak, Nervous
-I tart t *ay rmitign ler Coolie ti
I talked all day," entlimiasticallo
writes Mrs. I. II Caldwell,if States
voile, N. C. "I have. teed Cardin at
intcr Yak for tiscntv-toie %A-arr.," 4..
adds_ 'My trotible in the heetnninr
•
wratinc•s and nervousness. I
read at I atdoi in a new-paper anal
its',.tr,1 rheht theft to tr. it It seerne,1
before I had Liken halt a bottle et
ardni I a• as stronger and wa.- 'no,
tip and around"
Thuo.,nd• 4.1 women 1•0.1v ear•tvi toes
fitel Ittetn
11
olor• ua I 14,0,1 1(31i.
e1,11•11/1 is violet-am.
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The TioW1,-,,fial 1:0:171 e!IfIrof c..1 arum
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not mean thot ft avid be elodzed as .1
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• • •
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,
111 ;leek:ion% ha,
the Sit! reme(oort of

Decisions

the AAA. the TVA oith Its Tenn...root.
Valley power yardetlek. the Attempt to
reeulote wozes and hours of labor alitder the fteffey ro111 hill known as the
Little NitA, nee' a foil! (toren other
o
or••••••.'"oes. It seems nnlikelv.
• • • •• • an citessi that all of
these no.,
sill he held ronetltu-

o
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No Need to Suffer
"MorningSickileF...s"

avallatole opportunity to make
their record RR Pernorrat 44 as ei.tuit'ete
as It Is reoeible to do before they miss'
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If
• a tune held invalid, nu'ora lly the rrysident will ask congress
to draft new legi•dation.

a
•

teaenk to the home Oolot In peeom. I*
la obvi,ore dot such men ae Senator

eatmile of the pelltleal aepee'
of the current twedon, one can sizht
the furor that was 'stirred op When
preowent Booneaelt delivered ht. m's's

Why Fhys:ciens Recommend
Milncs:o Wafers
Themr in. .1- a•

every
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Wise, of Virglttia, cannot do
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.
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tent CLiere to get his mensage to eery:trews on the very first d-iy of the en?rent tve+sion hot In order to do It and
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type of Demornit lowead of he the
reform type of 'helmet-at headed I.v
men and women with tloo New Oral

routine

outlook.
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a
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An additional fatto.
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preeenee of too Iteruil•
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Allende.. In the pee
seem of Senntor
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tete. anol

Arthur
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H. Vein.lenherg

real.s

the as etl!stiown bee 14 Antoine Remind
and there tire Pain; oheervers who think
t hat Sett sow Tarot...uteri' Is hoping
that, In nese of a comentlAn malleemate,
the aseemitled deleeetee may riot •nd
turn to hien as the nominee.
mean.. aft It

Asa

meant before, that theft* two noes will

opening
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it
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Wald a Pint Pe.r.ion at

Fletcher, Periodicals satintiol chairman. Mr. Fleteher /Moored that sine.
the President** speech W34 helne delivered "oft of honra" and was being
hen:okapi

lican nntional convention. Senutor Vanoentoerg trays he Is not a entuth;nte, het

a ennditisto

nerelAtir, Ira

of

Senator Booth le artively
seeking pled:not delegates to the Repub-

Siteh

of the

of

NI.ettlenn.

a

must make their apeeches and tie
reeord as to why they voted for ..agalt.st a loft

While the spore*. hing election may be

In
that tondo, there are a windier of old
Brie Democrat.' who do riot like th.
New Deol and who are ;ovine to utillee

Why du people come home from a
hospital with bowels working like a
well-regulated watch?
The answer is rimple, and it's the
answer to all your bowel worries if
you oda only realize it: many doctors
arid hospitals use liquid laxatives.
If you knew *hat a doctor knows,
you would ta e only the liquid forma
A lipid cis sliw;*3 be takrn in
gradually reduced
Miura/
dosage is the nen: of unu
rail
(torn constipulIon.
Ask a doctor about this. Ask yotte
druggist how efry popular liquid
laxatives have become.'1 hey give the
right kind of help, aid right amoust
of help. The liquid laxative generally
used is Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Peldn.
It contains senna and cascara- both
natural laxative that can form no
habit, even in children. So, try Swap
Pepsin. You just take regulated
doses till Nature restores regulaiity.

Tido le:,4-

the United States. The coort tuna before it tatty numher of cases Involv z
New Peal teePelee. Inenolinz eller) a%

dition le not true In the senate.
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•

it

Iltfle eservIse

ne h..th

It,. trentino•rof of oversseleht the
same resann fpw trying In restore the
weijto
oriole In onto'. e Noe" ny one -

I'd hoer my no per

cent."

twenty fire

Mr. Kamlil Inter/woe-1: -It's no J leo
Vivian.
I've SPerl a streng
It later
mina by the gold in his meney ttfht.
A

yesra rico in eettIne tt rase ImIlv1.1.tals
lem /NA and take more erre
le
aloe

bog can tie thrown sot the shouthlers
Another thltic Garth Is to rerelve hist
three-11(th, of
elialever
you
lustre

reseenmenitstion as vs /let was
Wu /II ftnnIs he ro.terret: 'hot le the
total Intel:or hi
re.leced Thee of the
fon.14 eaten atnrehea end ("ife geionle

panned nut.

That Its teeleretwe1"
"It was his borealis." 'bitchy rwoileit
He went to goro.e on the lee of rani
tutu that Garth had nuastrl over the

be ,111 elitiAtt Mins, 'Ind proof eloll (meet,
Orr.s. that) very Mtn. or not et all. Pro-

fire on a twist thong of rawhide. itTion
he efeild Pat no more, he bsstoned

Wolfs are needed
to maintain tha
frats-tieth snot ratmetore ne the Maly
oriel ale. terenee they lienotaert the
rate at wide% the hod, toroceaces wore.

back

was

the

hi?rest

tartar

an/ further preventine the forrustIon
rof fat.
duser• completely on
timer In the .tlet it (men enol..**
of the tod• woloso

rible

Exercise Holds Protein.
Exercioe heifer to bold or liesiohl'n
In the soa.oers
eserlo.vedotes or Mottle nonaclo, plat got
•
sir stein

In Is

of eseroo:se alt000va

too to. gra•itto"v 1011_

te•ti• protein

Fitr this reamn

PSI'I..' aloateol alwira he les al to red.we wei.eit. It is n-il eueueraliy reeee
sleet that muscular nook 11.es op (at
not protein
In us', 'I'

ant vizir but

to the

plorer trough

to

mount,e

The others had already rewired upon
the tenter venison. that at aci %elf boat• In Its deltelohs fat. 1.11Ith and her
father hail
11arth In'tel: It, wlth
more meat an•I the skIne. down the
long slope from the elneler.
Iteore anntoon. Garth set ...serial

tw•.000t to an ni e.

itarth 41 1 not reset the snares. Ile
hid nihre skthe than he nee-heal. From

w.th the. ol fa i'eove mentenest Gela,
1
!toot ri it
tine .1..er...o ala--toes 11

a

gennety

11.•

shine

•

Meshy

the earl•

the

Manila Iroonieally.
me :shout your earl
I false It, you ;err

Mr. linmill's

nod, the engineer

bundle of skins.

• • •

1.111th Hotoill crept Into the leant°
for the last time. She came out wIth

A Patient's First Visit
-Irvoere potion, who ememuo a doe.
tor I, In a 'tote Of feor lie 14 thopoby

the pottehee of Ralf and tell
Neither
load been opened &nee Garth putt them
In her care, inter the wasteful eating
up of all the sugar

Indrieneed tiy eimortstlirre
atel the attittele of the do.-tor wttether
more

lier

boots lay at the foot of
She ;lad on her moose
hide mosootsins and lynx skin leggings.
As she hacked mom under the low roof
she plokerl lip the boots and eyed them

*ethos
ehenilo•al
every
practleary
1hr...teflon' his testi, nay lye affeeed
Herein la the pr1elo.:1,- es otans!hot
the

fail

that

the

111044

of

to411.11

alth annulled eontempt. They Mel been
tit only for show, not for use.
Rut
when she thoot them down, Garth

IS

telded them to tuts peek, along with the
last small pleees of the moose to tes',

h.tfie
"lint an reeentlal factor Is hope ii
filth. Ile potent niotat helleve In Alt
.1.olor,

In

het

knee le tce

t-•.,

-We might sew

, I *neve
la the WM.'
le mete tesertss.

on

rawhide motet"

he sand.

"Nom hall set
Mew about
you, mateol
Ready to hit the troll,"
'rho girl *loosed the whisky flask

afre

ak011.
-The doctor will hate to give geese
erosinite for hie Nett, and In order tr
11. ,I•th tie astoset Of the coo
Inspire 1,
no at he netee, tout"
1 am reatelog lor W

worn

the leanto.

rumesionsiene or illertstraeloe. ,in hro
affeet the liervoto14 oyoteii
fiettelly
thronch the entotions, ant thwretty

that he had left In

I

koaroack.

-Alan

Garth, You're a

when

it

thaws.

Man.'

dian tile. !fere
hai bed
tip
He
pert bed

to

pack. olipped

Fall

Inet In-

his

boulder-

the

C.loop lone
over his forehead. and started up the
great eielt as If hula
;r.und p.ek
weighed no more then 1Ni:so's eh
ponnds of meat and metal.
He halted only when the other men
compelled to Step for breath.

!filthy- thoegh
3

third

the

carrohng

%viola

a load only

of

Garth**. had
soon began to stralu and pelf as hors,
as Mr. Hamill. Ile ass larger than
Garth and wesminely stroneer muscled.
Ilet he I oche() Garth's wind anti endurance an.I the knack of hack-peekoig.
At every halt he sank down pois
the Ice or a moraine stone. panting,
starth merely ea-e-v1 his back break

hamper

rah It five hundred even. Plot:num
Is around sixty dollar. an MIMI` troy
The values of the Cloy will everage
at least tierty. That slots me a total
of sac, tTheen tholetand dollar'. Not
so had for it few slays' pannIne"
litithy $ face showed that thls was
no news to him. For all hle cool peltcontrol,
his
fingers
tight
clutohed
hold of the wolfokin as he drew It out
of Garth's revels's* grotto.
F.% or since eumeng into the valley
he hod spent the greater part of every
:ong day soratching spots on veer the
great pliteer claim and penning eatn
pies of the gravel.
Fifteen thousand
"Imre was no fortune. Itut If a few
score panfula of ereesroot d.rt could
31.'1.1 that Amelia% there could he no
dentit of Ow siert ft...figure beneath.
Fven

If

bedrock

lay at a shallow
depth. the platinum plau-or was worth
at least a trillion Morons.

her.

She climbed

with

agility of a goat.
In pIlleee the ptteh

of the glade!'
leteAttle 100 Steep for ordinary climb
lug.
Garth had to draw his belt se
and chop foot holds. The last of thew
steep rime%

was far

up

towards the

head of the pavt.
The refraining dfstanoe to the summit was not ito steep, end there were
no dancer-tees cressolees. Garth made
the climb at a soingung pare. Ile was
beltway down before he met liuxby
plodding

slowly
upwards with
Mr.
The engineer leeked at hen
with cell eyed rani-.'r.

Hamill.

Mn. Parnell panted a whiffle gees
thin: "Wh when- do we -call"'
°At the top, Take your time."
1.111th hail ctown to welt for Garth
down where he had lett them all. Ws
pnek Is, on the snow below the houl
der upon

witIoh he hail pet It.
She
pointed her Mender finger at the toren
Imhoff.,
"I tried to And out If you rrere lying
shout the weight.

I couldn't even lift
stne end, lint yen see how the top of
The stone slopes..
The beastly thing

lie had

"Thiel all right. Mem Haute,. Keay
enough to up end It agtilft"

be

'Ests)1'
. Her Moe e es glowed atilt
as odd light, 'lies
god Dad back

Garth

tended
of

at the enel
eupotty, tie took

note of It

as an auhlItionel warnIng
wild that Iluxby was a commonplace wolf. Hut any wolf is apt to
deadly 'tall illiverous.

nit

All

were ao refreshed by the food
rest ill:It nor oi'tie object...I when
Gurtia gave the sord tro start on There
%Amid hp no more 11110gg'Ing
451(11 IIIIICS toellowsing for isle
One

would (prey bare to hold back.
Rut ticit was the riti-the holding
back. The south side of the rims was
;al' steeper thou the north, and there
Sal no giseier to defer stretches ot
smooth footele. The lied of the sharply tilted cleft freryeently dropped over
small cliffs, lietween these high (metes
%s ere slides of frost shattered rect.*.
Patohes of Ire here and there made tat

611.1 oft."

(JACK .. THAT
IAT Me WILL
EINISH you'

JACK SPRATT
NOW EATS EAT
AND ANYTHING 11".4 IN Miffs
NO STOMACH SOUR
CAN KNOCK HIM FLAT.
101111MS HAVE SOLVED ISIS MONTI

WHO ELSE WANTS TO
FORGET SOUR STOMACH?
Tiff? way to eat tart:rite frauds and arced
• heartburn, sour stomach, gas and other
•Th'IPtOrrall of scut tridgestion a no warn nne.
fIlillsom• carry Turns T.othang In n c up No
drenching your stomach with toot, &Lair;
whoa drcctors say ray increase the tendency toward acid ssichgestroa. Just enough
the antacid ma Tunis is relented to neutnlue it,. sturanth The rest panes on snort Canr•• oves-nkaIsar the stomach or blank Y11110 new Mow wins.
so carry a rial always 10c at all dragoon
rent THE TRAUAT

TU

TUNS Alt
ANTACID
.
MOr•uuostoes

footing dontoly treacherous.
In plains Garth hail to drop his pack
before him.
Not infrefteently.
even 1,11Ith heti to he glen • hand
down

doen

slippery

chutes,

or

Garth's

the

1511:t

has reverted to them through
dieeovery 11..1
I 1.10 &Infos or
'a

P

that swamps
-.-g their time-

s fact

pr-.'%
.• : .,ed and wish -It
retied • iN•:•.,--in as to these
animals' food and
• •••• -o oe of their

Fluent! te.ke
cleared.

new

Mix ' '.•
Other

-loswn thot thew too:.

however. Is
,r ,,,rles have
s•
eleph ants

! tre iced the
alto lived In Amethca
...Amps of Cahfornla. "•‘,' rosks, and
Kntlitilt.-I'athtinoler Mo.
-tome.
Spiders sad Stare
S;•Ilers' weI., hose i7,4TIN
wit

astroromers

hor•Ior to" 1se

Witn-

•
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A Three Days'Cough
Is Your DangerSignal
No matter how many medicines
you hare tried for your cough,cheat
cold or bronchial Irritation, you can
get relief now with Creomulsion.
Serious troub:e may be brewing and
you cstr.not afford to take a chance
with anything less than Creomulface, which goes right to the seat
of the trouble to aid nature to
soothe and heal the Inflamed owntwines 13 the germ-laden phlegm
la loosened and expeUNL
Even If other remedies hare
tailed, don't be discouraged, your
druggist Ls authorised to guarantee
Creoenulslon and to refund your
money 11 You are not saddled with
results
the very first bottia
Oct Creolnu1sion right Lose tAdSJ

HUSBAND QUITS LIQUOR
Guaranteed

Hoss• Treatment
Bring. Joy to
and r'amoly

Wife

A doctor's prescription that overcomes
the craving for alcohol and csn be given
secretly in coffee, tea or food is now
offered on a guaranteed plan to all who
wish to defeat the disease of drsnk.enneta.
This simple,easy home treatment has
been successfully used for Twenty years
and contains no harmful drugs or dope
and any lady can give it with full
1-1--r.:r she is helping her loved one to
be the man she wan- turn to be.
Write for FREE 1AX/KLET and full
information about this guaranteed
home treatment to Health Remedy
Products, 1)ept. 4605. Istanufactuseee
F.:change Bldg., Kansas City. Mo.
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r te:e.,-,,7,Nes are
marked inZa Ne.-tfiins hy very One f-es,
which
re'!", pieces of web held Is
placo. V-7 of varnish. Webs are
it Is luipoweihle to have
fner as
as errial'T dIstlnet line*
by any 4.t'iet method. There are other
usee. ton, for webs. Me instrument
impel

man

In
liuxby

upriosed arum w hen
her off the edge of • sharp
Still et- timer. her father had to

friss".e a

Try Bouquets
Throwing mud at • good
5,14 pear own hands.

caught

Preak upthat
f5a T.

•••

maker In Tork employs a man specially
an
!el
, l
„.crh•tn
wie
o
t.lythe

fa
rs
to collect
,10
.170
li
e.

the

'kith the pooches of tea and salt.
Atkin* oge,
Mr. Remit' was atresdc

Thuttigh

tie-s-r'. hetrartl

coml.' eat

were

enough to sue air."
hefted the wolhokin ea,-k.
goees Is forty flse.
Ftenr.no
roughly, that
makes forty-one troY
pounds, or tour, ninety two troy ennosts.

he

and

ex red in

hug pau It upon a bouhlor. Palmed the
turup line from Ms forehea I, and %salted for the other men too recover. 1..".1
ith Itoono.l's teto'k was too liztot to

Garth

found

terest

-You can't expect Me 10 carry 11111
of that venison. I'm no oack Jack of
the woods.
Porte pounds Is teitie

"Sty

It:unlit

Mr.

eral years tenee their fosalls were fleet
tit*r.,verecl in the (tote desert. hut In-

her fathern care
was fuil of fly dope oetruce pitch
meted with (
-ardent
She put
the Mask Into her forakin hag, along
It

Brawl

I.illth made the lest clam!. to Garth
without ',hoot.
ree !Nifty plodde I
tip almost as winded as Sir. Hanel!.
II. lowered from his stooffidera the
ittnitll
heary load in too 0000so

uirew his stlepleased Atte:loon,

the knapsaek end platted off
Garth put the small aluminutn pet and
the tin clip In the millIonnlre.
• hat.
it.. drevf his blautet from the leant°
to at rip it on his pack board with the

I

cordeiu skin, In any r‘eni, II noould
Ilt/ II,' harm and noght pro% p of a•lvanfuge la lease II:tiny in doubt
re
Oordeto the location of the t al he.

Db".1."

(mutt

reducing

If the phay sowed
eh.ft hack to the valley. a cache tall
of meat vrotahl muot beiteat the ployer
alto knew atetut It.
No lees so. the

feast.

,11-o
n tut: than half of the heopound chunk
of caribou remained by the time even

other
swamp
and
growths
whleb
formed their feed_
It his bees Dee.

spoils

Among the yards that the
future
woe to deal in the game. the Ice sone
mohit ;trete to tw :in thug from
a

/

a

.ntn

ing from a weloe-hke lower saw. These
mastodons dreoged the meduly bottoms
of prehistoric swamps for water tIttes

sold-

Isotl MASI
es go hawk and Ilse Amon,: the

At

Ia on atioontoiers, hreoate, ateloomen flint
tor,.
haat not no thp I.twer !met or

a!)-oltitEly

The chueks of frozen .arh
belt uwat be:.!de the bulky h:ahl.et
wraposol bundle on Girth's pachboard

ructith and slant tip from the plaeer
Well nowt you at the glncier."

otot•oe-

The pit-Weary eN:rfle! which 14 wed
In ttioeue 4-woe; when the ONee44 fat

for

elth

"I might do worse," Garth teethe!
"Here's yoer svolf paokhoe. Lend our

1,
1 In "..tt•IIIP vs.0z,,t after
riowo 1115 1.111 ‘
so•erst weeks' trim.

Dente W4a rot 10 'Use
'too.
aolght at t`

pled

told

opertka
the use
of 'hi/n.1.1 ocireet whio-lo one in 1140
at that time rased., extraet ahotilot
n•tt ho meet until error euttIne dean
:
Itti're'44.11.

of clitgatt

%AI

of today • olifferent
front her grandmother - both
lb.: beat of their time

'the carillon noent was tender. and the
first Wale of salt mince the pnroy had
ne
e to the valley turned the meal

remarkable. It
was
an
animated
dredge-a great elephant whose tusks
had taken the form of shovels extend-

-7"%t-,kle //, rr.•
r•‘.41.

woman

wo,,,,,

the Paine In the •allee ',whoa
After
It,.' hung, hoot clitnlo, priori lhe girl woo
leingry eitiough te have eaten rawhide.

had res. hod Its present barrenness and
before man hod put In h:s appearanee
on earth, she had • creation far more

'tut Mushy was sill! • relatitely
poet mra„ and he heti now made pertain that toe placer oas worth at
least a tre:lon dollar!",
lie-fend his
Sr. lit, tle V. WI no les,11 Ufawropu.0.14 tleto les uellienoire
part-

the

'I he pots* one berries even of cartTtie IIII•111 haul to be ewers
'''Ii or
or mil nt jIl.
SI:
boors luta full'41,41 mince the finery
left

Iv through her ao-unt. mm. hut 20.for/0.onto years ago, bef.ore the Gobl desert

crerdy

Law of Progreso
Progreso, int,etiteil the great loom
losioopliell the 1.101Illii lug a IWO. Ilia
MO Willie. Inv" of progresa Idle emote

tool moss.

Nature never rriele any real nes
chs' kat stearnee.vols except inierere

certain regarding tiw engineer
was that he woold never give over trying to get the platinum placer eritil
e ery paroaible aches's. had been

he

up the gap. liartiels Newly climbli's
!tonight t'ot to the top of the pens a
few
pace% behind
Mushy
Hoof
Mn,
1,I11th was sprinkling malt on
41114.4 (.1 the row meat.

Shovel-Tusked Elephants
Used Big Jaws as Dredge

moist

Ile

The girl Wt1.1111 her oWli father (MUM
coMirmitirl Met the 'alter 1111111
cheerio I mid. elle otarte.1 briskly off

Itead the saner made by the PI/0111in
C,,,,,puny lio smoother part of this paper. 'they sill email a full %eel, is supply of heulth giving Voiotia, free
to
nnyomp who vs rites for It. Ad,,

he

(TO BE CONTINUED)

ler sheut the .ache cove in the
hot
tiothel of the g'ac.er 'stream. Ile knew
ouly that the earibeu rare:ashes
had
hewn pot on Ice.
The one thing of which Garth
felt

qua.
1.i'-sesteil • fort:ine.

"Will, It's a 1dt of a 'dm putt up?
I,e atindited.
-het we'd moon mItkit
the 410WIlkhope. I 1..ft the knife. on
the
knoppinook. iPo up end
that cad.
tem meat."

be helped by both Ifarth and Husby

Gerth hinotelf awing briskly shrift
So far. nottorig had been gaol to
Mi-

m ght

to camp nett day. lest It ass dumpNuw •• 10 pit. Is thla frightful load
n11 Illit way tip hurt'!
Alan Garth,
yoo're a Wan
hill.

drop.

U p with them.

went the ronnute ttf foie snares. he eollleoleol a lynx. rno red feces a %Over
Ino, net is wolf,

er haze for Mr. Itamill and 1.11Ith
Al the v000to.: auntie... Garth bun
shed the lynx and wolverine pelt,
: end

the 'Wel

Week's Supply of Postunt Free

amok

lowered

Iltotty del not comp Into Med, out
of the hhioer trough, until the others
br ere ucli up the tundra elepe, half
way or the ghat ler. That gas.' Garth
an e'll-117/, to tell 1.11Ith
Pottle her
father *twig while Iltixby was clue-lug

ner. and
blutoo..,1

very terser. whioh It Is mest desirettle
I.. roonoeve In IC.. frpittnen" ..f
prearritoed Amos
17•Pren4o ..,hone..1

like it.

tto

rawblote 'Intr.,- •
'o attauhed to •
pair of 4..enho• • . hhnge. For halt.
he used raw
is? eat-1feet tle•gh.
The leo:tate of Ii e %alley had never
been trapped
When. tot smirks., he

the wo:' hhh. he mad.. a kinaloen -i; for
Ilexity. The fex teethe fere.teel smell-

es..e. ,••••
be
prnf.•1.:‹1
rroer.eses... 00000r. urrol aiii•eoll to floe
;,11 41 - el,. It'll;oot
roosts or

training.

Mr. Iliim:1:

his panning.

ot the

worate eseerfse fisore the

•

lierreo
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'oe Lard trairoing

eYes.

Ids ahoultler it the

Ii, NMI wit of eater -Ilk,' a
- I'oolliere.

soell trollied 'log

tiartles sliteward gloom. caught an
atntoo.d wir:kle lu Mr. RanollIS shrewd

J'41' k.

A • elan (harsh, prespecior. a pr•p•r•
Poi
w•v• for tile Mining rIcclon In
th• 1 •it North. • plane lands at thi
Silo,,'• •rnargion,
y station. In It •r•

dap to tont titimh food and Inn 111110
118411111e10411 Iloyroilil I'lio'to Italy
oucearaioomilly acerount for
hot
le •Ifoo'ly Moe ca•teg
;me hitt141re4 too
.
food awl too list I.'
v91144'4 Olottoolly"

aorta

:unmet

the curtest* of tlie

nets

•

Miele* today
toles u ellemoh. or
hunting leooparol, alien lie 1111001.11
Mirka atoll piseasutioti. 'floe large
%potted ent, it balk.. of Arlo and
Africa, rei He% es the iftillte At big

1101111EliT
11 ES
HENN ET

••eperfra dra.l.msta." whit Is usually
f.:7;1
1 on gorse heshes and has a cross
o
hack. The viler, are made to
wind their webs on arterial forks. each
Inmost is:toto ng shout 40 feet hefore
the supply' girt, out. These wetta are
nsed In the manufacture of the most
delioate tyees of wientltic Instruments.
-Tit-Bits
Autism' Prophets
plt her'. at
A
Markham eollttry
proved sailer than the man who drove
It. says TV Bits Micas:rte. Suldeniy,
for no apparent reason, the hereto
which haul worked underground for
40'191 years. Ached and rel'utied to reWhen PS driver rettirned atone.
The roof fell on lent almost immediate-

turn.

Animals often sense dancer and
le
the authortnee In England know, for
instance.. that pit horses are aware of
danger lone before the in.nera.
Not
long ago, • New Forest olog pulled Its
master front under the ra.this of an old
oak, vi hIch crashed a few seconds After
tos reached asfety. In Purina. where
elephants

carry logs, one of thaw
least* retuaed to croup a certaln hrldge
with Its load.
Nventualiy the logs

were loaded en parte and defogged by
toolloe- kts, tint thr Orldire rolapeest'Me
they wee*
"oaf Womb

%0

611411

it\

is •
Perhaps the wrest way to presort • cold
boat''catching hold'
'and eeebeg worse is,
at once, to Chrome
Weise
natty. Do it the please& tea*or
cup way. Flesh the ere,,
eith
hot cap ol Gerfatiel
TEl
CH_ Dort 94 Tesr-die mild,olyin y-to-tak•
areekles IT. licpcf lame se. At aree-sto-es

FREE

how-
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Rid Yourself of
Kidney Poisons
D

o you so'
: 1 burning, waft eV
too trecoit,t bombes'', bedueehe,
hoodsoctart, d cloven, loos of
renew,
tag peon', forttliners fand puffiness
under thlt eye -? Are you bred, Itemoser-teei 411 usenet° end don't
know wool is
Then give SOHN 1,0019hT to yew
kidneys Be sum they funs-boo properly for Functional hudriey drsordet p.
twits !excess watt* to ass on the blood,
and to poison and upset the whole
system.

the
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HIGHWAY 45

I I I TON, lilt.

23 Years of Service to Back Us
Home Portraiture

hodak Finishing

ommercial Photograph‘

PHONE 693

GARDNER'S STUDIO
4011M11111

FARMERS & CREAM SELLERS
Highest Mnrket Prices Paid for
Your Cream and Produce
01 R BUSINESS 1PPRECIATED

H. A. HICKS & COMPANY
MEARS ST. 11:1(.1i OF I.AhI

F

1

LION, KY.

Your .aun
1 dry Does It Best
Just Phone 1-1
For a Driver

PARISIAN LAUNDERERS

CLEANERS

INHUMAN TORTURE
OF YOUNG GIRL IS
BARED IN VIENNA

SCOTLAND POLICE
SOLVE MYSTERY AS
"YARD" IS STUMPED

Middle-Aged Woman and Two
Men Held in Strange

England'.

Criminal Case.
Vienna, kuslria.—A middle-aged wife
and two men iw.if trial hi one of Awe
lila • most sensational criminal ca....
The dePtidlif:ta. Mary I r abort IL
ultirty plc Adolf tine, laenty three,
1••• komith, and Johann Iltchloegibituer•
twenty sic Illiterint worker. an. accused of kidnaping and torturing prette
eighteen year old Erneidine
Iletalls of the row.. with which they
are charred would rivnl the imagination of Edgar Walitirs. or a Poe.
Police !whets, that
planned the
crime. They 1111111,04`1 01.11 he ohm eontemidated NO0,1.111111: Mary Crtillwrth
and her husband. John, to oldish) poierasion of their ii a near Moedling.
klarrisd Life Unhappy.
The Gruberths. parents of two children. did not lead
happy married
life. In reeent !!!!!tolls Ilritherth rarely
entered Ina home, whit-ti he previously
hail turned Mer to his wife. Sirs- Gni.
luerth is said to 1111%1. COry%411441
Ii, elem. friemIship a ith (Hie, and
!heti at the houee. Pollee ails she
signed oter the house to Stile even
If her relationx with him should cease
before lit-r death.
tirtitwrth. while
inning to divorce
his wife. met II
Puelliptilk In •
Shama muslin: picture hi use. lie
orillibiobed I.. Ill:Ito her.
IWIle%0
his inteollidis hecattie known to his
*Ile and iill... and they. ettarZe that UM'
latter suggested to Mrs. Gruherth •
detains's scheow for rt.%ene.
Intestigators learned that title anti
Sciffiteglha tter
ftwn*s clothing
for Mrs. tirutwrth as the first tyro in
wreaking vengeanee tun the soling
girl. Late otw night the three drote
IC Ernestine a home,
The tao wen.
police charge. kotwkell on the girl's
window and tu•id her !lilt her brother
John, also was serious!) Iii, demanded
Immediate attention.

Famed

Sleuths Are
Bellied: Rival Force CI.Pars
Up Torso Deaths.

Lontion.—Itrition'a long chain of
griiehome torsi, murder., Unsolved during III months. appears to hare brogan
at holt.
The weird ciao of the diumembered
bodies found in a Seottish ravine gave
the opportunity to the Scottish criminal investigation department to succeed where England'', "Scotland Yard."
supposedly the "crack" detective unit
of the world, failed.
The canny Scots unraveted the myetery surrounding finding of two elt•
pertly dissected bodies and the disappearance of a doctor's wife and her
aursemaid. Now or, Ruck Huston of
Lancaster. Ensianit, faces trial on
the charge of murder, though he steadfastly aaserts hie innocence.
The Hutton CROW, however, has not
brought Scotland Yard any nearer to
erasing similar mysteries from Its own
reetirds.
'Elie Scottish aecret iservice, however claim. to be far superior to the
English and their record in the Ittts•
ton case iiiii.porta their contentifuo.
Solved by Scots.
By systematic investigation within
• few days of finding of the Mulles,
backed sis small it was difficult for
indefinite to tell if they were bodies
tif men or women. Seottialt police arrested Doctor Hutton, ttaIrty•alx yearold gynecologist of French-East
anrealry. They had learned that
a few days prior Isl the (Woofer, of
II,.' fel parcels' conlidnitm human Sean
WA. Iaabel ItUllogi, the doctor's thirtyfite.year-eld wife. and Mary Jane
Itogereon, tweitty yeariold nursemaid.
had diesppeared.
Illoctor Hutton readily admitted his
wife and the nursemaid of the three
Buxton children had disappeared. but
said he diul not know where they bad
gooe.
It was Jure. P.C14, that the Yard
um-oft-red Its first modern torso niur•
der. when a trunk in the lirigliton
railway station emitted the legless
armless and headless torsi, of a woutatt
whose Identity Lei er was diseot toed. A
pair of
Were found under a seat
in a tralu at Waterloo station. London, whi•h might have lei:on:zed to
tlw tonal.. but after a few mout hi.. the
lard gate tbe
.:0 as hope:.•ss.

Girl Enters Trap.
The girl, utooispei tin,. entered a
in./1.1.1. car a tier.. she %5..uwar• lied
by
the two men and Mrs. tirtilwrth. It
was charged that toe aoman brutally
tore a diamond rdig from the girls
tiuger. It
as a present to Ernestine
fri•to flrat.ert.h.
Then. in re•onstnieting events that
occurred. Intt•stigaiors say the glr!
was tIrlten to Mrs. Griffierth's viiia
near Mots:ling, a lli-re preparations ha i
Second Torso Found.
been made for le•lul!ng: her turis,,.. •
A ti •.•
1..••- a top....11.1 tom. sag
SerVilt1111 haul been dismissed to
I Irnion canal near
inate unwanted aituesses to the al•
it:••!.••• •
• • `. ..I tried to
a
dortion, police pay.
• l'•:•ghtiot case, arni
Ti.. girl was kept prisoner in Ike tailed. I ••
: .• Yard worked
vine.
She coarged that she stau choo.:
;...]:.... trsing to
forced to take part in orgies: that tier deter:a.7 • as
a Was that
picture was taken In compronils;n:: of Agfa..
• ••••••• ,
a, 11,,T11311
Positions. amil that fdle a a. for,,-.1I. I:010er. a:.• a
• • ,
...nil these with a letter to 1:11-1.Therlh
her marriage
la i• l'-.1•
..1)Ing
teen incrde to him an.: now serving : •
_
tir -in
did not want to Mari', I,::11.
for bigaroy.
• t
i•. •:, was
Ernestine eliarge•I other tortures
lifts-en years y •
Ttlfttruborth I..1 tier lerta.n.
With two aid possiniy three toren
murilers unsoltest. the Yard humped
right into Itrighton Trunk Murder
Number Two.
time the victim
was Identified as 'who Kaye and her
admirer, Tony Ntancini. an Italian
Isb.
At his trial
riie‘ks po.1 waiter, was artra1.
rant displace toe corpus delek ti 1 the yoncint proted au alibi.
affettlons of an toolertakee
The Yard remains haired. It Is not
as tbouzh Its awn had t,P\er heels
That mooned to he Itw feeding
of
Mac:Pirate Foam ne recerolv In remind
freed with two torso to,irders before.
mg for Web's!
Besides the Mahon case there wax the
na'Ion
t"Larim: CrosA murder of itr.:7, when
t:ledt111. Jr, oho had a rl..ht
olett'S
a ....man's torm, wax found In the
time 'with lora, toldertalera.
clarcitroon• —are, the case solved.
Punts* said trIoothill a wild spprose
nsortielans unit a sorrovil'ul tale of
s.
comrade who lut tiled la another town
and at-calve f•ir the fore-rel.
payinr for
the tatter with a hail sheet and ge•
Prescott, ArIL—Satrettstut hum bow
Ong rash front the undertaker on in
other.
18-g, If you believe tIlles Goswiek, 4,
"The the, Li monia root. hark." The ',ends on Misfile good 'houttila.ej.;1.14eri im anything, e.an
leteetice 'Laid. "but nary a •••rp...nected with trionntain 1;orot is rs•gaed..d
• eit
111. gospel In Ariz•tua.
For ten yearx. 4;toILVA :4 k ha v made
I Is living by kilidig mountain none,
first as a ('salted States biological surAtlanta, 5:a.
a•• year. ago Stan. tey hunter and now aut • stateem
pierced ttryilatory game hunter charged
icy Halting* saw hot tee 'Mot drop on
the green, dribble s'ataly toward the with ridding ilidt feetIoD of the Serer
alcru destrot tens of thousands
cup and then plunk In for Al. first hole
o' dollars worth of lit• atuall Pilch
la owe.
Froll a few week. ago he thought yraT.
tO.swidk s park of -I••••• dogs" are
tfe held no other thrlhs for him
But descended frotn
• noun,' brought to
lie was mistaken.
Arizona 3,71 errs ago I.• ht.. rather.
Ile was piaying bridge at the home
•f a friend. After the cards were dealt Through Fut.-or-me swierations of
Wettings blinked Mire times before training. they hate lion hunting bred
Into them,
realiring he held
spsitew. The
Aetsortt.tle to tht• hunter, be and hit
rrand slam bid wilt doothltal and re.
pack hate 1111.-4 er captured :too moandoubled •rol he made 2.9'10 points.
ta,n Bons,
.
a 14-foot mate
waiea was believed to he the largest
ever lined In the southwest,
particular lion, he said. was trailed for
three days by the dogs before they
Seattle. ft AO, - I red .1 '',son
tells frightened it into a tree.
how he caught • *simnel a
it teckla,
Al he walked along the Pa'.. 1.,
he spied
Peke., in Fume*
the 11.h swimming in ithAlicir eater,
Wrentham Mass -01i horner tel,a.
flasher
with a ions piece of line at- hie flares front North Attlettoro
a
retra
tnctihnre from
hed
twaard
ed in
ceived an S It. s call from the Wrenwater,r
itritahin
hetTthhe in.' tham tel.-phone exchange. A trotef at
and pulled In the salmon.
Was found In the furnace

INSURANCE PROTECTION
We have served thin continually for la

insurance protection. Let us take

tat Ti with sound
care of you.

FALL & FALL, AGENTS
WHY BUY A NEW HAT

a
I

11Ken '.'se Can Make A New Ilne 001 ill l our Old
Economy In Our Watch vi ord—t(1.4 4 Ai

WALKER CLEANERS
CHAS. NVALKER. Prop.

P1140NE 9so

sTop

STATE LINE SERVICE STATION
For Shell (;asoline & Motor Oils
Prestime and Alcolud

oti-Freeze

FIRESTONE TIRES AND TUBES

is

ARCADE BEAUTY SHOPPE
T. B. Neely, Prop.
PHONE 59 FOR APPOINTMENTS
Three graduate beauticians to serve you. Permanents:.
Thircels, Finger Waaes, Shampoos. Facials of all kinds.
Manicure.

leg,

YEAR IN, YEAR OUT
Ell Al

LOWE'S CAFE
INN

LOCATIONS: FULTON AND PADUCAH
DAY AND NIGHT sERVICE

FURNITURE AND ANTIQUES
REPAIRING(

11.N is

PHONE S6

L. G. WALTERS
ON THE 1111.i
411 MAIN ST.

FULTON, KY.

BUY YOUR COAL
From Us and Get the Best
Prompt Service

CITY COAL COMPANY
1E

1.1`litiN1-, 51 AND

Done Right—It Stays Right
AII Work Guaranteed

SAM DeMYER
. Fulton.

LET US INSTALL
A Hot

ater Healing ss ctem In Your Home
Or Business
Plumbing Work of All

Kind.

PHONE 412

F. S. STOVER PLUMBING -HEATING
2141(HuRcii
ST.

si,.. Tula

Gives Undertakers Bad
Checks—Gravest Mistake

300 Lions Are Bagged
by Dogs in Arizona

• Hole-in-One Hero Adds
Grand Slam to Feats

Jewelry, Watch and Clock Repairing

At Coles Studio, Lake

not

FULTON, KY.

13

Stroller Catches Salmon
Hooked by Some One Else

Patronize Our Ad r ertisers

WHEN DINING OUT
I

f ;!, I

\- I

SMITH'S NEW CAFE
Deliciou.: home-cooked meal,
. appetizingly

served

Open Day and Night — Phone 172
1111•0=01111111•1111.

•

P. T. JONES & SON
DEALERS IN

PLUMBING AND SUPPLIES
BEST KENTUCKY COAL
TELEPHONE 702

I.

109 PLAIN

QUALITY POPULAR PRICES
Wall Papers. Office Supplies.
117. pewriters For Sale or Rent

FULTON SUPPLY COMPANY
WALL PAPER - 01.TICK SUPPLIES
Phone 149

704

Walnut

St.

Unexcelled Wrecker Service
In time of trouble we are prepared to serve :,ou,
and halt'
the finest wrecking
W est Kentucky

equipment in

EXPERT REPAIRING, ACCESSORIES,
PARTS

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
FORD V-8 DEALERS

nos

INSURANCE
'WM protect

your home and property 24 hour- of
e.er,

day—the only safe way to be ...ate
INSURE WITH I

PHONE NO,5

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY

F•t

*4,0*V•••••••M
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Congratulations..

IN

thie 1 intt Ii's I lit

NEW TELEPHONL EXCAANGE
SOUTHWi nn I. TELEPHONE 6 TELEGRAPH COMPtiNY

0'

1

t is with the greate,it
of
r,ure that we extend our
congratulations to the Southern plea
Bell
Telephone & Telegraph
Company upon the ereetion of a
fine
new
Telephone Office and
Exchange in Fult..n.

CONGRATULATION
FICIALS OF THIS TELEPHON S TO TM: • )1,'
E COMP.1
And Sp.al. ism of Telephones—
Our Phone
r ls—

I

Too, we are glad to have had
ING MATERIALS for this new U part in furnishing BUILDbuilding.

4

ymber To Rumember

I,.

When you find yourself in
ing materials, we invite you to need of lumber 0/' other buildconsult us. It is always a
plu8suri.•
:
t,, hring an increase
II BUILDING Aril VITILi in
this rommunity.

LUMBER -ROOFING - CEMENT
BUILDERS' SUPPLIES

wk;PLAYED A PART IN FURNISHING ill/I:V(1.11,',
FOR THE NEW TELEPHONE EXCH,•
1NGE

PIERCREQUIN LUMBER CO.

REMEMBER THE LUMBER NUMBER - 320

(1. I!MATE STEPHENS, War

,

P. MURREL
LUM Eki CO.

•
-

1-3ULTRY RAISING
ON INCREASE gRif.
Swat & rompaay have recently
installed a new 35,000 egg capa
city Robbins mammoth incu
bator
No one will tit ubt, after visit
ing
arid inspecting this new unit,
that
tie Installation of
this modern
equipment. Indicates J grea
t for-

ward stride in quality poultry proveloping a better grade of poul
duction in Western Kentucky
try
and in this section through
superve.• •
Tt rime:we
hatchieg operations, is a dist :
Four years ago Swift & Compan
y outgrowth of this larg
e organiia
began the operation of is hatc
hery tion'a plan of merchand
ising a Letunit if Fulton with the
piunara ter quality product
according to
pi.rpose of making available
a W R Donigan, mana
ger of Swift
better type of baby chicks to
the & Co plant of Fult
on They have
fa;-mera of this community For
been able to buy back a
many years Swift & Co have
large
been amount of the chicks
sold when they
nate./ for their processing and
sell- become available for
market and
ing of high clai.s meats and prothis has helped corsiderably
4'to the put tic The plan
in
of de- creating a better cons
umer demand
--- -

LawataL..,
:,,,..:;vv.vrAvatzkei.v.i4zAzu.rAtiaws(5vettAitt
ilif4t-zrar
STEPHENSON'S CAN SAVE YOU MONEY! ,
WE SPECLlt: I . 3R1NGING OUR PATRONS
GROLER.iS AT LOW COST EVERY '<:‘
E
DAY!
1-•
PINEAPPLE ",,:`,'
21( COFFEE
184
Fancy Blend, 1 lb.

15(

CORN ".
C".
3 cans

PUFFETS w""g""T
BEANS
2 far

ttt

RED KIDNEY.
3 for

25(
18( ei

a'

ROSEDALE.
PEACHES

NO. Ile can
OR SPAOHET1'1.

MACARONI
PEAS 7,
,
2
E. V.PEACHES

I fen

e

Egg Noodles, packngt

Blu-Kross

Tissue

Brass ll'ashboards, each
IMMO vkara.

35c

9c

Paper. 1 for

Gloves, long-wearing

toe
9c

Prunes, new crop. lb.
Prunes,10 to SO size, lb.

IN ToMAIO SAL t
2 cans for
PACKAGE MACARONI FREE
CLUB,
? Sire

....M.M.•=1.•••••••

9c
9c
vas 25(

sommumsetrassemesereismsra
11-ox. Tomato Catsup
Carmen Peas, No. 2) can, 2 for

VANILLA WAFERS O';..„
E „ 16(
RIO(GFIEE"
i„'
1St
SPAGHETTI
21(
nEAs E
rNoGLE
.
15(
PEABERRY COFFEE
351
SALT TA:::„„,
9(
i'ORN
2,5(

25.

27c to .57"

IM

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS,
2 cans

Namsism
Nu. 2 Tubs,tech
55(
No. 3 Tubs,each
65;
No. 2 Lamp Clumnegs, 2 for
15c
Light Globes. 10 or 60 watt, ea.
llk
Washing Powder, 10 pkgs.
()rang. a, J.:)6 size, dosen
.1(k
Old-Fashioned WincAap
.4pples, dos.
3(kNo. 1 Tubs, each
19.

STEittlEyN'S
Phone 10.5

Fullest, Ky.

this

,
,t)1 I It El 1,T0.V

.

see-

Many
farmers have built tip
40 -tplenciid flecks of poultry as a
reof Swift's co-operation and asin conjunction with them
•-a-a•ry development
For nany
many farmers have over :teal the fact that their poultry
--;:s provided a spler.did source
- .al revenue and could form a
ae percentage of the total farm
rime. With improvement in poul
ar.d egg prices in the past
7; the outlook for profitable
ltry operations is better than it
.... been during the past four
years
The expansion of Swift's hatchtaa business outgrew the capa
city
tt the old hatchery unit and
they
-.vere not able to supply the
de
na,nd for chicks The new Rebb
aa
uatt is double the former capa
city
cf the old hatchery equipment and
they hope to take care of an ordeal
th.s year
W. R. Donigan. manage! of Swil
l
3: Co, states that tles year
he
a:ans to have available two
hatch
e:y field serviae men to prop
erly
ts'-te care of the many
requests
fharn farmers for assistar.ce
with
their poultry problems Prev
iously
they have only ha.one service
- an to carry on this work
No doubt there are many
wha
would be very much interested
in
seeing the new hatchery unit
and
Swift & Co cordially invit
es Yod
t.. inspect the new hatchery

Mr and Mrs. Paul Jorta,
Sunday with her mother. Mr,
voti Clark
Miss Dorothj
?fcClan in al of
Crutchfield was married V.-ilayniahi to Mr Claude Curt
sinaer of
Fulton

tella Clark, Mrs Bonnie Seat
children. Mrs. Stanley Roese and
r, Mr.
and
Pau/ Jones. spent Saturday with Mrs Leati Clar
k red
family.
Mr

Miss Ercie Brown of Chaitanc
eaea
Mrs Clara Howell and daue'
it• r Term, si spending a few Jays
Ruth. airs Sammy Seat, Miss
with
Is- her grandmother
- --------

ILLINOIS CENTRAL

CUTS

TRAIII COSI

111IN

SUNSHINE

dressed

01.1'1),

ftt Yir

•

0

.NE -11? I

titUTCHFIE111 NEWS
Mr and Mrs Ca.:A ma.cai
Rowling Green, Ky.
. last week
Their son, Leborn will stay with
MI- and Mrs Harold Shaw it fin •
the term of school
Miss Beauton Guilt and Doretha
Murphy spent Friday night in Ful•
with Mr and Mrs Rhol How
•a
Mr. Tom Arlington is ceinftra4
to his bed with a case ot th- fit
Miss Louie intatan seen M
y with MASK Pauline and ail-

•

*tfl

7.1e Mismonary Society of the
M E Church met on intim-lay
last week with Mrs Jess Casa or
ot
right members were present
r
Rev 3 T Walker and fan tly
Mr. and Mrs Eugene Douglas
event the week end
n Martin.
Tenn., with Mr and Mr.
, J D
Walker.
Mos Louise Pate spent Wesints•
dye night with Miss alad
galr,
Douglas
Miss Alma Knighton anen
t Tatiaday
fiht with Ulas Louise
; Dams Madgalyn Douclas Pale
spent
''Aiesdai night with Miss
Laois,
Brown

owsomoram.41111110*

.0
Opth
? CENTS
ems A
Mill.
tVERY% !JERIVFRN

DAY

Take aJNa:tt.v. or this
opportunity to'
luxury travel at bargain
prim To the
erreon)y of cao.c.h travel. inoi
sCentral add*
:
,:grCorts and services heret
riore unknosve
Delicrous. low priced meals, serv
ed dtreat t
sinur seat Free pillows
dimmed lights
and elt.ninarion of noise arid
distur!sance
st night, insure aound
sleep
Coach travel is now de luxe
travel
on all principallIlinoi
sCentral trains
• 4.1.4r.i tr

41,0,

•••:.

TF1E Fl1.7 ON
0111.,

CoeNTY NFU'S, FULTON. lawmen'

litnemmagelealennueogroungwasansano.

rano

PAY YOUR 193$

NOW

TA

•

AW SAVE :1ENAL1IES

1
4441
!
.

1

:
://k.P.40t4ARCHT "
-4
„
alit It In Vase. Bo% ,1 LI tot
Satfefted

.
'

Aa

iticatit datioi, 1807.1033, wen: wov• home noted for its gracious hoeHELM IIAS CHAMPION Harrell
; Into the deo-traitor,.
i•itallty
I ant hoping Mitt Tate and White Pock 1'4111 Lilinot.. C,,n
will have nanoy r'or' biriblays,
1.vrhonts of:I;
An litOrtnal voslivi•in r•;.1 hel I !coup (Ten It.••isn nod have my tests—out
ally Pulite to,t lust( ti—Clovet nwoot
tor weld ha.nirs otter lunch. When
name on her •Vit pr. hit
approved Order now, :are III po,
loall0111 ash guest fel! ehe ha
vent Hatchet y, Padtienh, KY
r UMW with eongenint friends in a
-Mt, A r.lon

Cv9ttline:.

raw Our Bustnees

SATURDAY JANUARY 25th
AT ELEVEN P. M.

JOHN M. THOMPSON
SherffI Fulton Counts

imminummingirtatope eanti....icatet ass wainnimanten111111111111111111111111111111111&

(jualfty Grccertes
a. Zconor—cal Prices
Bring Salisfacttol

F

ULTON'S new, common
la:tiary telephone system
will lte placed in service at
eeven P. M., January 25th.
At that hour all telephones will
be connected with the handsome n e w switchboard, and
s:rvice will go ahead without
In crruption.

18c

CIDER

ewee4
51°111"
Apple, gout

ii

HONEY
COFFEE liceRa°

ro
b Nu
‘
t.or,

CORN

ill be in Fclten at the City National
Bank Qn Thomlay, January 30, 1936 to
colicct 1935 Taxes.

TO VOilR FORD DEALER'4 ADVERTISEMENT
FOR NSFD CAR BARGAINS

31c

This Is the bait Limo of tha year to buy a used car—end your
authonsal :ord easier is the beet rIzce to buy it. The ertco•
,n is large---..:ut tu
.Llorne of trade-ins on the new Ford
Pri•-os are 1J4—and thc trot!e n value el ),,ur present
iir is
•w t!, in it wid be if vou wait till Spring. Clicdt
eye s.l3os your Ford dra!er is adsettUing --and tal..e advaLtage
if the liber-1 tarns and alluatances d.kh he is offering now.

a Titan. IN licUae I5C
Bo

IIKINNE1.04 RAISIN

"21:c

BRANN

To make a call on the new
syAem you merely lift the rec-aver [win the hook and, when
the operator answers, give her
the narrher of the telephone
de:ir.:,1. It is importar t to first
consult the new directory beC711e many familiar numbers
have been changed.
After you have given the opera:or tli,. nunther you will hear
the rilvzing signal, which Is a
rring" sound. This informs
yr:u that the bell of the called
tL!erhone is ringing. if, after
hearing this signal or a reacorialtle time, you obtain no answer, it indicates that there is
no one within hearing distance
to answer. You should hang up
and cap again later.
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Your co-operation in consulting the directory before calling
and in using the service properly, will enable Us to render
the best possible service.
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If you are a party line subscriber and wish to call another
party on your line, do not give
the operator the complete number of the telephone wanted.
Just say, "I want to talk to
on this line," or M, R or W, as
the case may be. As soon as
the operator has acknowledged
your request, hang up the receiver long enough for the operator to ring the other telephone. Then remove the receiver and wait for the other
telephone to answer.
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If the person or firm you
wish to call Is not listed In the
directory, call "Information."
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SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
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Do not hang up the receiver
until you have finished with
the connection, as this gives
the operator a signal to disconnect.
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To recall the operator on a
connection, move the receiver
hook up and down sioaly five
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or six limes at intervals until
the operator answers. If you
jiggle the hook the operator
cannot see the signal.
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